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Introduction to 2019   
 
The concept of crossing borders during the EPW is considered paramount to its principles. Despite the 
fact, that the EPW route has been modified since its debut in 2014 the participants are now strongly 
encouraged to visit the cities of Vienna & Bratislava prior to commencing their EPW in order to 
appreciate their differences and the changes that have occurred during the last century.  
  

The EPW in 2019 and beyond will start from BUDAPEST!  After all…. it is the best city in Europe. 

 

 
 

Budapest: How to get there  
Budapest is so easy to get to from Vienna or Bratislava. The train journey is under 3 hours and about 
14euros direct to Budapest KELETI Train Station. It is a magic city and well worth spending a good few 
days here before your EPW, soaking up the culture, ambience, baths, cuisine, wine, people and 
incredibly friendly prices (compared to Vienna and Bratislava). There are so many super hotels and 
hostels to choose from in the City Center!  And there is tons to see and do in Budapest – here is just one 
blog  https://www.gettingstamped.com/3-days-in-budapest-itinerary/     
 

 

https://www.gettingstamped.com/3-days-in-budapest-itinerary/
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Leaving Budapest and getting onto the EPW 
 
Ok, enough of the three cities and endless exploring and evenings of decadence, it is time to get on the 
European Peace Walk. So, there are 2 main ways to get from Budapest to LENTI.  
 

BUS: 
 
Népliget This is the word you must memorize.  Népliget is a metro station, on the U3 blue line.  

It is also where the main BUS Station is: Volánbusz 
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Go to the bus station.  Every week-day (Monday to Friday) and at 13:00 there is a bus direct to LENTI.  It 
costs 5,000 forints (15euros) one way and arrives in LENTI at 17:00.  Perfect! A short stroll of 600ms to 
Hotel Denis in Lenti, say hello to Renata, check-in and then to the super Thermal baths literally next 
door. The thermal baths in Lenti are 2200forints (after 5pm) and are open to 8pm daily. So, plenty of 
time to relax and soak up the good vibes.  Then back to Hotel Denis for a slap-up meal and a deep sleep.  

In the morning ,,,,,,,,, you are walking.  

 

Train:   

For the more adventurous, or for those determined to leave Budapest on a weekend, you can take a 

train to LENTI. You would have to make your way to Zalaegerszeg firstly. This town is 44 kms from 

Lenti and is the capital of the county Zala. The buses and trains mostly go to Zalaegerszeg.  

In Zalaegerszeg you need to change trains, to go onwards to Lenti. It is more of an adventure, but it is 
possible and a great way to see Hungarian countryside from a train window.  

When you arrive in Lenti train station, you are beside Hotel Denis (100ms away). 
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To Recap:   
 
A couple of nights in Vienna/Bratislava, then off for a few nights in magic Budapest. Then a bus direct 
down to Lenti, Hungary. Into thermal baths for an evening dip, dinner, then sleep and then walking the 
next morning? Yes! Correct. And if you think that is a good start; your first day walking will be: Breakfast 
in Hungary, lunch in Slovenia and dinner in Croatia.  
 
All in all, a cool way to beginning to your trans-national adventure! 
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Preparation for the EPW 

Whether you are looking to traverse snow-capped mountains or hike the outback country, most of us 

need to do some preparation before setting off on a long, multi-day hike. The EPW is no exception. 

There is a plethora of information relating to the preparation of long, multi-day hikes online. People of 

various fitness levels and hiking experience have generously contributed to assist in your own 

preparation. This Section of the EPW Guide Book is not provided as a definitive set of instructions to 

ensure you can walk 350kilometres from the Southern corner of Hungary to Italy without getting blisters 

or feeling sore at any stage. Despite whatever preparation you do, the likelihood is that you will still get 

blisters and you can rest assured that you will be sore at the end of each day. Instead, this Section 

provides some practical information to assist those with less multi-day hiking experience and to allow 

you to enjoy the EPW more thoroughly and in a safe manner. It is highly recommended that you gain 

further knowledge from other sources, such as the Internet, family and/or friends who have completed 

similar multi-day walks and professional salespeople who cater for the outdoors. Their experiences will 

be invaluable in your own preparation. 

  

The following few topics are provided to assist your preparation for the EPW. It is by no means 

exhaustive but offers you some considerations and is appropriate to the EPW specifically. 

 

1. Attitude 

 

You’ve made the decision to walk 350+ kilometres over 14 days! This is exciting and daunting at the 

same time! However, you will be immersed with like-minded hikers and adventurers, all keen to achieve 

their own personal goals and share common experiences. You will meet great people and some 

amazingly supportive accommodation hosts throughout the EPW. The scenery will be ever changing and 

very interesting. On the EPW you can draw inspiration from what you are doing and achieving day-by-

day. Keep a positive, open mind and walk within your means. The accommodation is pre-booked for all 

overnight stops, except Ljubljana and Trieste, so there is no ‘bed-race’ to contend with. The body may 

not always be willing to cover the daily distances but a strong mind will conquer all. Besides, there is no 

requirement to walk the whole EPW. Plan your stages before starting and revise daily. There’s plenty to 

see and do in towns and villages and in between, if you chose not to walk the whole way. 

 

2. Fitness 

 

For most of us, fitness is the main consideration when undertaking such a physical journey. How much 

do I need to do before starting the EPW? One of the bonuses about the EPW is that the accommodation 

is set each day. Unfortunately, this does not allow too much flexibility in stopping when you’ve had 

enough of walking - although there is transport options that make this possible in certain locations. 

Nevertheless, the more fitness you have prior to commencing the EPW, the better off you will be and 

more likelihood you will enjoy it, even if you only intend doing the “Café-Crawl” from Hungary to Italy! If 

walking long distances day after day is new to you, then it is recommended that you start off slow and 

build up over a few months. There are plenty of exercise regimes online and if you have a gym 

membership, it may be worthwhile discussing your EPW plans with a professional to gain a personalized 

program. Likewise, there may be a local bush walking group or club you can join to get a wider 
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appreciation of the type of effort that will be required. Irrespective of the fitness regime you undertake, 

I would highly recommend that you are able to walk a minimum of 20 kms (or 4-6 hrs) a few days per 

week prior to commencing the EPW. These kilometres don’t need to be completed in a short timeframe, 

as there is no ‘race’ on the EPW. The more often you can do this distance per week, for weeks prior to 

starting, the more endurance you will have and, hopefully, a better recovery each day once you 

commence the EPW. The EPW is for the most part, relatively flat but it does have some good hill 

sections (see the Elevation Diagrams in the Day-to-Day Section) along the way. Try to mix your own 

preparation walking to include some hills so you are better prepared for the EPW. Towards the 

remaining few weeks of your preparation it is also recommended that you start walking with the pack 

you intend carrying and to have some weight in it. Essentially, the more your body has been conditioned 

prior to the EPW, the less transition your body will have to make when you start walking the EPW. This 

might all sound a bit daunting but you will be surprised how quickly your body adapts to the long 

distances and carrying a pack of suitable weight. If possible, walk with family or friends. Support and 

encourage goes each other as you walk and enjoy the slower pace of life! 

 

3. Equipment 

 

After fitness, the next most considered factor in doing a multi-day hike is equipment. What do I need to 

take? How much should I carry? Should I wear boots or shoes? How big/small should my Pack be? How 

do I pack my equipment? Again, there is plenty of ‘answers’ to consider online and from those who have 

walked before you. If you are a multi-day hiking novice (ie. you don’t usually go for 20+ km walks 

regularly) then you are probably wondering about all of these questions and more! If you are a more 

experienced hiker (a regular Day Walker or longer over different terrains) then you’ve probably solved a 

lot of these issues already. The most important piece of advice when it comes to equipment, particularly 

when it comes to what you should wear is to ensure it is fit-for-purpose, lightweight and TESTED! 

  

Fit-for-Purpose = when it comes to clothing, it needs to fit YOU appropriately and/or meets its 

requirement. During the EPW you cross a multitude of landscapes, uphills & downhills, road walking, dirt 

tracks, country roads, boggy tracks and even some river & creek crossings (over bridges, hopefully). If 

you think you need hiking boots for these terrains because you have walking restrictions (eg. weak 

ankles) then by all means, get properly fitting boots. If you feel as though you can achieve these terrains 

with hiking shoes (less ankle support) then so be it – many have chosen shoes over boots! Each person is 

different so there is no ‘right’ thing to wear…only the ‘right’ thing to wear for YOU - to ensure you have 

the most enjoyable experience on your EPW! If you can obtain items (clothing or other essentials) that 

are multi-purpose, then this will also save weight. Similarly, with non-clothing items, consider whether it 

actually does what you need it to do. The EPW is split into 3 separate walking periods (May/Jun, Jun/Jul 

& Jul/Aug). So consider the weather for the period you plan to walk and obtain clothing that can be 

‘layered’ to ensure you are regulating your body temperature accordingly. 

  

Lightweight = this one is ‘kinda’ obvious but do consider whether you need things like a heavy Gore-Tex 

Rain/Wind Jacket if you intend walking in the warmer season. Or do you need only a lightweight 

waterproof coat (and pants)? Again, this will depend on you. If you feel the cold you may need to bring 

warmer clothes, or less if you aren’t too bothered by the cold.  It is better to figure this out in your own 
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environment before heading to the EPW. Check online for the type of weather you can expect across the 

area of the EPW during the period you plan to walk it. 

 

Tested = worn-in. It is better to have worn those new hiking boots or shoes in weeks before you 

commence the EPW, not on the first day! Even when you have worn them in, and have discovered that 2 

pairs of socks are better than 1, or visa versa, you may still get blisters – such is the hiker’s dilemma. The 

daily pressure of walking for several hours causes your feet to swell naturally. Some walkers (and 

equipment specialists) consider buying boots or shoes that are half-to-one size larger than normal to 

allow for their feet to swell. This sometimes alleviates the pressure on feet, allows better cooling and 

minimises ‘hot spots’ that can cause blisters – something to consider! Ensure you are familiar with your 

other equipment so that it is serviceable when you need it. 

 

4.  Technology 

 

In this section I am not specifically referring to whether there are suitable power points for charging 

your smartphone or iPad or camera etc (there are, by the way). I am referring to the use of 

online/offline maps and/or mapping apps for your devices or carrying your own GPS device – some 

people like knowing where they are at all times and consider it a personal safety measure. Several 

mapping services are available online with respective smartphone (iPhone and Android) apps to 

download and use while walking. While the directions provided in this Guide Book are extensive, and 

the track is well supported with the EPW symbols and red arrows marking the way, it is still worth 

considering whether you want to ‘record’ your EPW experience. Previous EPW participants have used 

Mapsme.com to plan their walk while others have used WikiLoc.com while undertaking the walk. 

WikiLoc allows the user to download offline maps and also to download other ‘tracks’ previously created 

by other walkers. There are already several ‘tracks’ to download for each day of the EPW from previous 

walkers – you need to obtain their user profile to gain access to their tracks to download. 

Notwithstanding, this option does assist in being able to follow the EPW route more accurately…if they 

have gone the right way! 

 

Social Media – there is a ‘European Peace Walk’ Facebook page on the EPW (Search: European Peace 

Walk) that can assist you in all facets of your EPW. It’s a Closed Group so you should request an Invite in 

order to access the page. Similarly, there is a general EPW Facebook page that is more social – walker’s 

comments, photos etc. And of course there are the personal Facebook pages of those walkers – past 

and future. All can provide and share experiences, recommendations and, undoubtedly, their wonderful 

memories!   
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This Is Not A Camino! 

Despite the obvious difference whereby the Camino(s) of Europe bear religious historical value, the EPW 

also has other differences to the Caminos, some more obvious than others. In the early years of the EPW 

there have been some comments referencing people’s Camino experiences and why the EPW isn’t 

‘geared’ to be similar. Given that most European Caminos are borne out of a religious pilgrimage where 

the local towns and villages support pilgrims and appreciate their endeavours (although that has not 

always been the case historically), the EPW has a different philosophy and in its infant years, a different 

style. Primarily, the EPW has been established for walkers to appreciate the historical links to the World 

Wars (both I & II) that affected these areas and to reflect on the progress, or lack there of in some areas, 

rather than the religious undertones that still remain relatively strong in this part of Central Europe.  

Notwithstanding, you do not need to be a ‘history buff’ nor be interested in that aspect of the EPW at all 

in order to participate. Like the Camino, some will do the EPW as a period of ‘downtime’ and reflection 

while others will see it as a personal physical challenge and for the opportunity to engage with like-

minded walkers and to meet people across the many locations you walk through. The common thing 

between the EPW and a Camino is it does bring people together to share common experiences as well 

as to learn about each other’s differences. This is the ‘Peace’ aspect of the EPW rather than the 

promotion and continuation of Peace in a historical context.  

 

In regard to ‘style’ the main difference between the EPW and a Camino is that the provision of 

accommodation is fixed. This has benefits and drawbacks but in the early years of developing and 

promoting the EPW, this is what is necessary. The Camino allows the pilgrim to stop in a location of 

choice or to walk a distance of comfort (or discomfort), depending on the availability of accommodation 

along the way. The EPW accommodation is already determined. This means the EPW participant must 

achieve the distance required for that day. The good news is your accommodation is guaranteed and 

doesn’t mean you have to walk at a faster pace or miss interesting attractions along the way, in order to 

ensure a bed – ie. there is no ‘Bed Race’!! After all, there is only a maximum of 10 people walking per 

day – and this is all the accommodation venue has been asked to provide per night for the three periods 

of the EPW. For some accommodation venues, that is all they can provide! However, the drawback is 

that you do need to make it all the way to the next stop! Some days are lengthy (25+ kms) and will test 

most participants if you choose to walk the whole distance. However, there are options available to 

lighten your walking load with each accommodation venue able to arrange transport of people and/or 

luggage – see the “Accommodation Summary” Section for arrangements and costs. Similarly, there are 

comments in the “Daily Route” Section for each ‘Days’ walk on how to ‘Ease Your Day’ – taxi services, 

pick-up points etc. The accommodation hosts are very willing to assist you in achieving your walking 

goals but you do need to be considerate of their requirements also, as some hosts are small operators. 

 

Perhaps, when the EPW develops into a ‘greater’ walk and has more recognition, the duration of the 

walking periods will increase, along with the accommodation options and it will become more Camino-

style but for now, it is the best available option. Please be considerate of this and plan your daily walking 

requirements accordingly. Discussing these issues with the people in your Day Group (when you meet in 

Sopron and beyond) will ensure the cooperation of the accommodation hosts so that your EPW 

experience can be supported. 

 



EPW – Day By Day 

The following Section of the Guide Book provides a detailed account of the daily route along with the 

distances between cities, towns and villages where facilities may be available. It is important to note 

that in many of these areas the facilities may not be open on any given day of the week or at times that 

may be ‘normal’ for you. Where considered important, comment has been made to ensure you have 

enough food and water as distances between available facilities and services could make that section of 

your journey problematic. 

  

As indicated in previous Sections of this Guide Book, it is not necessary to walk the entire EPW – it is 

YOUR EPW to enjoy however you see fit. At the bottom of the daily direction/distance table there is an 

‘Ease Your Day’ Tip. More often than not, this comment provides alternate transport arrangements 

either organized prior to departing your accommodation (drop off) or from a location to your next 

accommodation (pick up). Similarly, where known (and tested by previous walkers) public transport 

services are also listed – taxi, bus etc. There is also comment in the Accommodation Summary Section of 

this Guide Book on the transportation of luggage between venues and the associated cost. If you want 

to walk but don’t want to carry more than a daypack, this option is achievable for the entire length of 

the EPW – different costs are associated with different arrangements.  Most of these services are 

provided by the accommodation hosts themselves, so please ensure that you and your walking group 

make early, suitable, low-impact arrangements. All of the accommodation hosts are very willing to assist 

you achieve your EPW goals. 

 

How to read the Daily Direction/Distance Tables: 
 

Direction Comment Distance 
(Kms) 

Left Turn Left at the crossroad (red arrows indicated on path) and head towards the 
large, steel silo towers 

0.9 

Ahead Continue over the main road to the end of the road – arriving at the silos 

Left Turn Left and walk along the exit road heading in between the silo towers and 
exit the factory complex at their front gate 

0.3 

 

 

 

The ‘Direction’ Column indicates which direction (or straight Ahead) to take. Sometimes it will suggest 

‘veering’ which means you will slightly turn (less than 30°) left or right, as appropriate. Otherwise, Left 

or Right will indicate an obvious turn in that direction (greater than 30°). 

 

The ‘Comment’ Column indicates where you take that turn or continue Ahead. Where possible, it 

includes a conspicuous feature (landmark, street, building, monument etc) but may sometimes refer to 

looking for the corresponding red arrows, which highlight the EPW. Primarily, the landmarks etc are 

used as a ‘confidence check’ and should be considered closely with the red arrows. 
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The ‘Distance (Kms)’ Column indicates the distance to the next turn or Ahead feature. Were there is 

combined distances for multiple features; the distance is to the final feature. 

  

In the Extract above, the 0.9 kms refers to the distance between the initial Left turn AND then 

continuing Ahead until you arrive at the silos and then turn Left again. From the next Left turn it is 0.3 

kms to the factory complex front gate. 

 

The Red Arrows and EPW Symbology 
 

Throughout the EPW there are several symbols and red arrows that mark the route. Primarily, it is the 

red arrows, in all their shapes and sizes that allow you to navigate your way. However, not all red arrows 

or signs are obvious and on occasion require a ‘sharp’ eye to notice, especially if you are walking your 

EPW in the latter period of late July - early August. Despite the best efforts of organisers to re-mark the 

red arrows and symbols prior to the first group of walkers in late May - early Jun, some red arrows may 

have faded or been ‘washed out’ by the time the final groups come through in late July - early August.  

 

Red arrows are sometimes many and in other areas, few! They can be on trees, on poles, on the 

bitumen road, on gates; essentially wherever deemed suitable and visible. However, some markings 

may have had undergrowth cover them and so a little intuition could assist in uncovering some marks to 

improve your confidence. Also, some red arrows are marked just after a turn rather than at the turn, so 

keep an ‘eagle eye’ out for them! When walking in the forest areas, depending on the time of day, 

shadow cast makes it difficult to see red arrows in darker areas. Again, keep your wits about you and 

look for other clues, like a well-worn path from previous walkers or hiking boot prints. 

 

Unlike the infamous Camino de Santiago (Camino Frances) where yellow arrows and other symbology 

clearly mark ‘The Way’, the red arrows can sometimes be scarce. Where the EPW passes through a small 

town or village and there is only a ‘main road’ or single road to follow into, and out of the town, there 

may not be any red arrows or markings.  There is little desire to ‘graffiti’ the town with red arrows. You 

will likely discover this ‘system’ and hopefully it will appeal to you that you can navigate through the 

small towns and villages without the use of red arrows, allowing the small towns and villages to 

maintain their charm. More often than not, where there is a lack of red arrows, the Day-by-Day Tables 

provide enough ‘comment’ to maintain your confidence and easily find your way. 

Beware of the Nettle Bushes! 

Nettle bushes come in various shapes and sizes but make no mistake, they all sting and can often scratch 

as you walk past them. They are the bane of all EPW walkers! There are several sections of the EPW 

where you will be walking though forests or overgrown tracks that will likely contain nettle bushes. It is 

strongly advised to bring some gaiters, particularly if you prefer wearing shorts during the warmer 

periods of the EPW, or to wear long pants. One thing is for certain, you will soon know about it when 

you’ve walked past some nettle without protection! If you do manage to get stung by the nettle bushes 

a good way to relieve the pain is to wash the sting off with some water or use post sunburn lotion (eg. 

Tea Tree or Aloe Vera lotion, or ‘Sting Goes’ spray). Otherwise, the sting will dissipate after a few 

minutes…hopefully! 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Lenti to Lendvadedes 2.9 4.7 

Lendvadedes to Lendava 5.2 8.2 

Lendava to Murko Središće 4.3 7.0 

Mursko Središće to Štrukovec 3.2 5.2 

Štrukovec to Zasadbreg 1.6 2.6 

TOTAL  17.2 27.7 
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Day 1 – Lenti (Hungary) – Zasadbreg (Croatia) 

27.7 kms - Today is a real treat - Breakfast in Hungary, Lunch in Slovenia & Dinner in Croatia! You begin 
today with a gorgeous, gentle walk through the forest towards Lendvadedes. Enjoy the magical scenery 
as you pass by the lake, as you will soon have a steep climb out of Lendvadedes to the higher plateau. 
Once you catch your breath you continue towards the Hungarian-Slovenian border track with stunning 
views across the vineyards below as you make your way past the Vinarium Tower. From here you make 
your way downhill into Lendava where there’s plenty of shops and eateries to experience. The rest of the 
day is relatively flat as you make your way towards the Slovenia-Croatia Border Checkpoint at Mursko 
Središće. From the border it’s a relaxing walk through the agricultural fields and woodlands into 
Štrukovec and across the gently, rolling green hills to the Accredo Centre. 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Lendava – Shop, Restaurants, Pubs, Accommodation 
Mursko Središće – Pubs, Cafes, Accommodation 
Štrukovec – Shop 

 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Left Depart Denis Hotel at the entrance and turn Left onto Táncsics utca and head to 
the next intersection on your right – see the “Prevent” sign on the factory wall 

0.1 

Right Turn Right at the “Prevent” factory and follow Lovarda utca to the bike path on 
your LHS – just before the road curves round to the right 

0.3 

Left Turn Left onto the Bike Path and continue along it towards the tree line 3.8 

Ahead Follow the Bike Path through the woods all the way to the lake entrance – at the 
end of the lake as you approach.  

Veer Left Veer Left onto the bitumen road and continue into Lendvadedes 0.6 

Right At the main intersection of Lendvadedes – see the small park with statue on your 
RHS – turn Right and head gently uphill to the end of the road – where the Bike 
Path begins  

0.8 

Ahead Continue along the Bike Path through the woods heading UPHILL…Enjoy!! 

Left At the end of the Bike Path, turn Left onto the bitumen road 1.8 

Ahead Follow the bitumen road heading downhill and then uphill again. Continue along 
this road as you start passing houses and small vineyards. 

Right Following the road to the Right when you come to a house directly ahead with a 
religious monument on the front lawn (the house behind has two chimneys) 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road meandering past old houses and vineyards until you 
head uphill and see the viewing area on your LHS  - head on over and gaze across 
the horizon for great views of Slovenia. Say Goodbye to HU, it’s been amazing 
and emotional… 

0.7 

Ahead From the viewing platform continue heading uphill for a short while more until 
you see the dirt road bend to the right but a clearing in the bushes and a fence 
directly ahead 

0.15 

Right At the fence-line turn Right and continue along the border (HU-SLO) track – you 
will see the white concrete border posts (RS - Slovenia & M - Hungary) through 
the woods. Follow the red arrows and continue to the exit of the bush track and 
out onto a bitumen road (Lendavske Gorice) 

1.1 

Right At the exit of the woods turn Right onto the narrow bitumen road (Lendavske 0.6 
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Gorice). Continue along this road and eventually uphill to the intersection with a 
chimney-looking structure – there’s a yellow house on your LHS 

Veer Left At the crossroads veer Left and continue along Lendavske Gorice (that then turns 
into Dolgováske Gorice) until you arrive at the Vinarium Tower & Iron Tower 
Café - you can’t miss it – it’s 60 mtrs high! Climb the tower for great views! 

0.9 

Left At the Vinarium Tower turn Left and head downhill along Lendavske Gorice 0.8 

Ahead Follow Lendavske Gorice downhill and then uphill and curving to the left until 
you reach a small ‘triangle’ of grass on the RHS of the road. 

Right At a small ‘triangle’ of grass turn Right and continue downhill along the bitumen 
road to the end 

0.2 

Ahead At the end of the bitumen continue directly ahead into the woods, downhill 
following the creek-line through the woods until you come to an open section 
and then continue further downhill through the woods again to the bitumen 
road  

0.3 

Ahead Continue downhill along the bitumen road veering left until you reach the church 
and park ahead. Continue through the park (with the three statues) to the main 
road Glavna ulica 

0.65 

Left Turn Left onto Glavna ulica and continue along as it curves around to the right 
and then left until you reach the roundabout 

0.4 

Right At the roundabout, turn Right and continue along the main road (Trg Ijudske 
pravice) – you will pass the Irish Pub “O’Connors” shortly after the roundabout 

0.2 

Ahead Continue past O’Connors, through the next roundabout and head across the 
bridge passing the SPAR (on your LHS) and continue along the RHS of the road as 
it bends around to the left (now Kolodvorska ulica). Continue along this road 
until you reach the roundabout near the Motorway 

1.1 

Right Ignoring the red arrows on the RHS as you approach the roundabout, continue 
following the EPW red arrows stickers on the poles and turn Right to head over 
the Motorway on the footpath – stay on the RHS of the road 

0.8 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows over the Motorway and down the other side 
to the pedestrian crossing. Cross the road and follow the red arrow stickers past 
the red petrol station (on your LHS) to Poljska ulica (Polish Street) on your LHS 

Left Turn Left into the small, narrow Poljska ulica and continue to the end of the 
bitumen road into the countryside, veering onto the tractor trail on your LHS 

0.4 

Ahead Continue straight ahead onto the dirt track passing through the middle of the 
fields until you arrive at the tree-line (the dirt track curves round to the right) but 
you take the Left grassy track 

Left At the tree-line veer Left and follow the grassy track through the middle of the 
fields until you arrive at a small gully – dip down and up onto the white, dirt road 

0.4 

Left At the white, dirt road turn Left and follow the dirt road around to the Right at 
the fence-line 

0.9 

Ahead After following the dirt road around to the Right continue parallel to the fence-
line and Motorway until the dirt road curves round to the right 

Right Follow the dirt road to the Right until you come to the small, concrete bridge  0.1 

Left Follow the red arrow and turn Left over the concrete bridge and follow the white 
dirt road along until it bends left 

0.4 

Left Follow the dirt road around to the Left and head towards the main road (109) 0.25 

Right At the main road turn Right and continue along the main road – be careful of 1.4 
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oncoming traffic, there isn’t much of a shoulder to walk along 

Ahead Continue along the main road (109) to the Border Checkpoint – Get your 
Passport stamped for exiting Slovenia and entering Croatia at the drive-through 
gates 

Ahead After getting your passport stamped continue over the bridge (Mur River) into 
Mursko Središće along Trg bana Josipa Jelačića.  Continue through the first 
intersection onto Ul. Josipa Broza Tita until you reach Poljska ulica – yes, another 
Polish Street – on your LHS – See Note 1 

0.7 

Left Turn Left into Poljska ulica and continue ahead passing the playground to a 
crossroad (Ul. Marka Kovača) 

0.7 

Ahead Cross the road onto the country path and continue straight ahead and continue 
past another playground and sports field on your RHS until you arrive at the 
woods 

1.5 

Ahead Continue walking along the path besides the woods until the hunter’s hut 

Left Follow the path and red arrows around to the Left until the next intersection 0.2 

Right Follow the path and red arrows around to the Right and continue through the 
overgrown track until it bends round to the left 

0.6 

Left Follow the overgrown track around to the Left for a short distance – be on the 
lookout for the red arrows on the tree to your RHS and then Right onto 
overgrown path until the asphalt road starts 

0.05 

Right Follow the red arrows to the Right and continue along the overgrown track until 
you exit the woods at the bitumen road 

0.3 

Right At the bitumen road turn Right and continue along until the dirt track on your 
left 

0.2 

Left Turn Left onto the dirt road and continue along the path until the ‘T’ intersection 0.6 

Right Follow the road as it bends Right and then Left into Štrukovec village – you are 
walking beside the Štrukovec River 

0.8 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road and over the small bridge and veer Right and 
head towards the main road 

Right At the main road follow the red arrow Right and head over the bridge to the 1st 
intersection left 

0.05 

Left Cross the main road Left and continue a short distance to the next intersection 
left 

0.05 

Left Turn Left at the red arrows and continue along the road until it comes to an end 
– you will veer right to pass the last house before coming to an open field 

0.6 

Ahead After passing the last house on your LHS continue directly ahead into the open 
field and cross the small concrete bridge 

0.08 

Ahead Continue ahead veering slightly left towards the dirt track heading uphill and 
continue along the overgrown path through the woods until you reach the 
bitumen road 

0.4 

Left Turn Left at the bitumen road and continue along for a short distance to the next 
right turn onto the dirt track 

0.04 

Right-
Right 

At the dirt track turn Right onto the right of the two tracks heading off the 
bitumen road. Continue along the dirt track keeping the tree-line on your LHS 
and continue along the cornfields until you enter the woods and come to a sharp 
left turn – look for the red arrows left 

0.5 

Left Turn Left and head along the dirt track passing more cornfields until you see the 0.3 
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“Accredo” sign and red arrows pointing downhill 

Right Turn Right at the “Accredo” sign and continue downhill along the grassy track 
and winds it way up to a bitumen road 

0.4 

Right Turn Right on the bitumen road and continue to the Accredo Centre on your LHS 0.15 

 
Note 1: The last 8 kms to the accommodation is through the Croatian villages of Mursko Središće and 

Štrukovec and through some woods and open fields. If you cannot do the last 8 kms, find a nice café in 

Mursko Središće and call Accredo for assistance. 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip - In Mursko Središće, find a café and call the “Accredo Center” (+385 4036 4720 or 

+385 9842 6380). The host will be happy to arrange a pick-up from there. 
 
 
EPW Passports !!! You will collect your EPW Passports at the Accredo Center in 2019.  We will leave a 
box of passports with Vanja and Martina, so be sure to bring your EventBrite ticket to Accredo in order to 
collect your EPW Passport.  

 

 

Accommodation: 

Vanja and Martina 

Accredo Centar (Paintball Centar) 

Zasadbreg 

Croatia 

 

Phone: 

+385 4036 4720 

+385 9842 6380 

 

Note: “Too Cool for School” is the Accredo Center motto. Enjoy it to the max. In the evening Croatian 

food will be brought to you direct from Vanja’s Dad’s restaurant.  
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Zasadbreg to Brezje (outer) 3.6 5.8 

Brezje to Nedelišće 3.2 5.2 

Nedelišće to Varaždin 6.6 10.6 

TOTAL 13.4 21.6 
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Day 2 – Zasadbreg to Varaždin 

21.6 kms - It’s an easy walk today! Initially you commence a gentle downhill walk from Zasadbreg to 
Knezovec before continuing along the country tracks towards the outskirts of Brezje. As you continue 
along you experience a lovely forest hike before a long stretch adjacent the local irrigation canal as you 
approach the lovely city of Nedelišće. After some gourmet treats for lunch continue on your way towards 
Varaždin across the flat, agricultural plains. Your walk into Varaždin crosses the scenic Varaždinsko 
jezero (river) and continue along the main access road towards the ‘old town’ before making your way 
towards the accommodation. 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Knezovec - Cafe 
Brezje – Shop, Pizzeria (both beyond the EPW turn-off) 
Nedelišće – Pubs, Cafes, Restaurants, Accommodation 

 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Left Leave the Accredo Centar and continue along the bitumen to the ‘V’ intersection 0.4 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection turn Right and follow Zasadbreg road to the end and the 
‘T’ intersection on the bend of the road = look for Zlato Berg Café on your LHS – 
BREAKFAST!! It has wonderful views over Croatia, Hungary & Slovenia! See Note 
1 

0.8 

Left See the red arrow on your LHS and turn Left downhill for a short distance, 
crossing the road, until you come to the gravel road on your right heading 
slightly uphill 

0.1 

Veer 
Right 

Follow the red arrow and veer Right slightly uphill onto the gravel road 0.8 

Ahead Follow the gravel road all the way along until you head downhill onto the 
bitumen road and continue directly ahead to the ‘T’ intersection with the main 
road of Knezovec 

Right Turn Right onto Knezovec and continue all the way along the main road to the 
exit of Knezovec 

0.8 

Ahead Continue directly ahead onto the dirt road with the woods on your RHS. 
Continue to follow this track all the way to a ‘T’ intersection – you will see a 
small, overgrown park with benches to your right 

1.5 

Right Turn Right at this ‘T’ intersection and follow the main dirt road until it curves left 
– you will see a derelict concrete block building directly to your left along the dirt 
track 

0.3 

Left Follow the white, dirt road around to your Left (at the small sign) and continue 
along passing the small block building (with graffiti) on your RHS. Veer Left and 
uphill a short distance to the ‘T’ intersection 

0.3 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along the white dirt road – you’re 
walking towards the red & white communication tower ahead 

0.4 

Ahead Continue along the white dirt road passing the ‘secret’ factory on your RHS until 
you get to the ‘T’ intersection – the communications tower is directly ahead of 
you! 

Left Turn Left onto the dirt road and continue to the main road (227) – there’s a 
religious monument on your RHS at the intersection 

0.2 
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Right At the main road (227) turn Right and continue towards Brezje – but not all the 
way into town! 

0.8 

Left  Turn Left at the red arrows pointing left before the town and continue to the end 
of this road to the ‘T’ intersection 

0.5 

Right At the end of the road follow the red arrow Right for a short distance to the 1st 
left road 

0.05 

Left Follow the red arrow Left and continue along to the last houses on the street 0.25 

Ahead At the last houses continue directly ahead onto the dirt road passing between 
the last two houses. Continue along the dirt road – open field on your LHS – 
approx. 150 mtrs to the red arrows pointing right, into the woods 

0.15 

Right Approx. 20 mtrs before the dirt road bends round to the left, turn Right and 
follow the red arrows into the woods 

0.8 

Ahead Follow the red arrows through the woods until you exit the woods after a steep 
decline (from the wooden jump ramp) 

Ahead After exiting the woods continue directly ahead on the white dirt road and 
continue along the long straight track adjacent the canal - keeping it on your 
RHS. Continue past the 1st bridge and head towards the 2nd bridge 

1.7 

Right At the 2nd bridge turn Right and cross it 0.05 

Veer Left After crossing the bridge veer immediately Left onto the grassy track and 
continue until you reach the railway line 

0.2 

Right At the railway line turn Right (before the railway line) and follow the grassy track 
until you reach the small bridge on your LHS 

0.9 

Left Turn Left and cross the bridge and continue ahead along the dirt track until you 
come to the bitumen road and the start of the houses 

0.5 

Ahead Continue directly ahead along the bitumen road (Sajmište ul.), crossing a few 
minor intersections (becomes Trg Republike) until you come to the main road 
(Čakovečka ul.) at Restoran Martin (green canopy outdoor area) – there’s a small 
park on your RHS.  Caffe Bar CENTRAL, off to your RHS approx. 50 mtrs, also has 
some wonderful ice creams and milkshakes! 

0.6 

Left From Restoran Martin, cross the pedestrian crossing at the lights and turn Left 
and continue a short distance to the 1st right turn (Ul. Vinka Karlovića) 

0.1 

Right Follow the red arrow (on the telegraph pole) and turn Right into Ul. Vinka 
Karlovića 

1.1 

Ahead Continue along Ul. Vinka Karlovića until the end of the bitumen road and 
continue directly ahead onto the gravel road. Ignoring the red arrow pointing 
right on the road, continue directly ahead and pass the hunter’s club (brown 
timber ‘shack’ on your RHS) and then further along, the ‘airport’ (on your LHS) 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road until the railway line 0.8 

Right Immediately after crossing the railway line turn Right and continue along the dirt 
track – parallel to the railway line – until you reach the small boom gate across 
the track 

0.5 

Ahead Go round the boom gate (RHS) and continue into the woods along the grassy 
track. You will eventually come to a more ‘open’ area and see a line of trees 
ahead. Continue along the grassy path, veering slightly left away from the 
railway line, through the ‘open’ area to the tree-line 

1.0 

Ahead At the line of trees continue through these trees and cross a small gully and exit 
into the fields 

0.03 
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Right After exiting the gully and trees veer slightly Right and continue down the long 
straight dirt path all the way to the bitumen road 

1.7 

Right At the bitumen road turn Right and continue along to the next dirt road on your 
left 

0.3 

Left At the dirt road turn Left and continue along until it bends round to the right – 
adjacent the canal – you can see a bridge up ahead crossing the canal 

0.5 

Right Follow the dirt road to the Right and continue along to the bridge crossing the 
canal – there are four concrete blocks on your RHS 

0.5 

Left Turn Left at the bridge and cross over the canal  0.02 

Right Immediately after crossing the bridge, turn Right and follow the path until it dips 
down to the left onto the bitumen road 

0.6 

Right As you dip down onto the bitumen road turn Right (red arrows on the side of the 
brown sign) and continue walking under Varaždin Bridge – this is the entrance to 
the city. It’s only 3 kms to your accommodation! 

0.15 

Ahead Continue under the bridge along the bitumen and then around to your left onto 
the walking path. A short distance later you veer right and uphill a short distance 
to the stairs leading up to Hwy 3 and across the main bridge 

Left At the Hwy turn Left and continue walking over the main bridge  1.9 

Ahead After crossing the bridge on the LHS cross the Hwy and continue walking straight 
ahead on the footpath into the city centre – you will see a few signs for “Hotel 
Turist pointing right but ignore them a continue directly ahead along 
Medimurska ul. 

Ahead Continue directly ahead as Medimurska ul becomes Ul. Ivana Kukuljevića 
Sakcinskog and continue into the main pedestrian area and the main Square 

0.8 

Left In the centre of the Square turn Left and continue between the rows of café 
umbrellas (Trg kralja Tomislava) to the bottom of the Square 

0.08 

Right Turn Right at the bottom of the Square and continue along the pedestrian 
section a short distance until the next left turn - look for the pink house on the 
corner of Ul. Ivana Gundulića 

0.05 

Left At the pink house turn Left into Ul. Ivana Gundulića and continue along this road 
until you see the main road (Trg Slobode) veer left 

0.2 

Left Veer Left onto Trg Slobode and continue along this road until you have the 
Konzum Supermarket on your RHS – you can see Hotel Turist ahead 

0.3 

Right Turn right onto the small side-street and pass in front of the Konzum 
Supermarket to the next intersection Hotel Turist is on your RHS. 

0.1 

Left Turn Left and continue a short distance to the entrance to Hotel Turist! 0.02 

 

Note 1 – If you did not stay at Accredo Centar for your accommodation, Vanja (or his assistant) will likely 

drop you off at the Café to start walking. If this is the case, turn Left out onto Zasadbreg road to the ‘T’ 

intersection – you will see the red arrow pointing downhill to the left. 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip – There is a taxi service in Varaždin (+385 95 111 1777) that will collect you and take 

you to Hotel Turist. 
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Accommodation: 

Hotel Turist 

Aleja kralja Zvonimira 1 

Varaždin 

 

Note: Prices for accommodation at Hotel Turist is for 2 x PWs to a room. Check-in, wash, relax and get 

back to Varaždin center, castle and restaurants. It’s hard to believe that only 3 nights ago you were in 

downtown Budapest and now you are in the heartland of Croatia. Don’t forget your camera! 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Varaždin to Šijanec 5.4 8.7 

Šijanec to Greda 2.9 4.6 

Greda to Brodarovec 3.9 6.3 

Brodarovec to Klenovnik 4.1 6.6 

TOTAL 16.3 26.2 
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Day 3– Varaždin to Klenovnik 

26.2 kms - The walk out of Varaždin is very flat and featureless with the first few hours passing through 
cornfields and pumpkin patches all the way to Šijanec. From there it’s a long, flat walk along the main 
road through Vidovec and Jurketinec before heading into the forests and doing some minor hill climbing 
up to Brodarovec. The final section of today is across the valley surrounding Lipovnik and a final short, 
gentle climb to your accommodation just out of the centre of Klenovnik. 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Vidovec – Shop, Pub 
Greda – Shop, Café, Bakery, Pub 
Klenovnik – Shops and Pubs 
 

Direction Comments Distance 

(km) 

Ahead Head out of the hotel and across the park in front of the Hotel to the main road 

Zrinskih I Frankopana 

0.1 

Right Turn Right onto the main road and continue towards the tall building with all the 

antenna on the roof 

0.4 

Left At the tall building on your RHS turn Left into Brace Radic and continue along to 

the roundabout 

0.6 

Veer 

Right 

Cross over the roundabout and veer Right onto Janka Jurkovica and continue 

walking past a blue fence (on your RHS) and chicken farm “Farma5” (on your 

LHS) where the road turns into a country road 

1.2 

Ahead Follow Janka Jurkovica all the way to the end of the bitumen and onto the dirt 

road into the open cornfields – there is a large chicken farm (Farma5) on your 

LHS. Follow this main dirt road, always heading west, until you come to the red 

arrows crossing the main road – veer off the dirt road at the bend and head to 

the main road barrier 

2.0 

Ahead Being careful, cross the main road at the red arrows – stepping over the barriers 

– continue along the main dirt road, always heading west, past all the refuge and 

stinky peat-piles until you come to the green religious shrine at the ‘T’ 

intersection 

3.4 

Left Turn Left at the green shrine and continue onto the bitumen road towards 

Šijanec village 

1.4 

Ahead Continue along the main village road to the very end – in front of the blue Petrol 

Station across the road 

Right Just before the main road ‘T’ intersection turn Right at the red arrows and take 

the small side street onto the main road heading towards Jurketinec 

3.7 

Ahead Continue along the main road, through Vidovec and Jurketinec – as you exit 

Jurketinec the main road bends round to the left and you will see a Benz Petrol 

Station ahead on your RHS – See Note 1 

Left After passing the Benz Petrol Station 200 mtrs you will come to a roundabout. 

Turn Left and head towards Greda village and follow the red arrows past the 

green farmer’s pub on your LHS and continue to the Bakery (LHS) just ahead – 

0.25 
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red arrows pointing right 

Right At the Bakery, turn Right and follow the red arrows across the road and continue 

uphill to the ‘T’ intersection 

0.4 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue a short distance to the next right 

turn downhill 

0.1 

Right Follow the red arrow and turn Right and head downhill and continue along the 

country bitumen road to the ‘T’ intersection at the bottom of the hill 

0.9 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection at the bottom of the hill follow the red arrow Left and 

continue to follow the bitumen road around to the right 

0.15 

Ahead As the bitumen road curves round to the left, follow the red arrows up the 

narrow road – where the timber Caffe Bar “Barbara” sign is! 

Ahead Continue along the road until you come to Caffe Bar “Barbara” on your LHS – 

worthy of a stop. Continue along the road until it turns into the dirt road through 

the timber forest 

0.6 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road as it curves round to the right (Beware the red 

arrows may be painted over here. If so, follow the red rectangles) until you pass 

a dirt crossroad. Continue downhill and then uphill until you reach the red arrow 

on the fence-post on your RHS pointing left 

1.6 

Left Turn Left and head downhill along the overgrown grassy path. Continue over the 

small concrete bridge and continue along the overgrown grassy path until it 

becomes a dirt road and heads uphill. Continue along the dirt road until it heads 

uphill to a ‘T’ intersection with a religious memorial directly ahead 

1.0 

Right At the religious memorial turn Right onto the bitumen road and continue along 

to the small hut on the RHS at a crossroad 

0.8 

Right At the small hut follow the red arrows and turn Right and continue downhill 

towards the small village of Brodarovec 

1.9 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road downhill then uphill – follow the red arrows 

pointing slightly Right. Continue straight ahead and walk down into the village 

passing the pub on your RHS and small shop of LHS 

Ahead Continue uphill, out of the village, passing an old factory on your LHS – follow 

the fence-line around. Look out for the red arrows pointing right at the small 

cottage on the RHS 

0.4 

Right Turn Right onto the grassy track and head downhill to the bottom 0.4 

Left At the bottom of the hill turn Left and continue for a short distance – look for the 

red arrows pointing right and uphill 

0.06 

Right Turn Right onto the grassy track heading uphill and continue into the woods 1.1 

Ahead Continue uphill along the track following the red arrows through the woods. 

Continue downhill and finally, as short uphill until you reach the ‘T’ intersection 

with the bitumen road in a small village 

Left Turn Left onto the bitumen road and continue along as it curves downhill to the 

right. Follow the road all the way to the end – you will be heading uphill and 

come to a bend in the road 

0.9 

Right Follow the red arrows and turn Right and continue along the bitumen road 

through the village of Lipovnik until you reach the end of the road at a ‘T’ 

1.6 
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intersection 

Right Turn Right at the ‘T’ intersection and continue towards Klenovnik until the road 

bends sharply left 

0.5 

Ahead At the sharp left bend, follow the red arrow across the road and head gently 

uphill and continue along the narrow bitumen road to the red arrows pointing 

right 

0.5 

Right Follow the red arrows and turn Right and gently uphill. Continue along the 

bitumen road until you come to the end and a grassy path between houses – see 

the red arrow 

0.6 

Ahead Follow the red arrow onto the grassy path – passes between houses – and 

continue along the winding grassy path until you see a yellow house on the hill 

on your LHS. 

0.45 

Ahead Continue along the grassy path, towards the yellow house, gently heading uphill 

to a ‘T’ intersection with a bitumen road 

Left Turn Left on the bitumen road and continue for a short distance to “Kucha 

Izador” (Izidor’s House) and the accommodation “Grešna Pilnica” 

0.05 

 

Note 1 – there aren’t many red arrows on this long stretch of walking so don’t feel as though you have 

missed the turn off. There is a red arrow right at the end of Jurketinec on the LHS footpath pointing 

ahead! There is a Café and Toilet at the Benz Petrol Station ahead on your RHS. 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip - Skip the first 13 kms to Greda via taxi from Varaždin (+385 95 111 1777). 
 

Accommodation: 

Kucha Izador (Daughter, Tatjana & Son-in-Law, Ljubomir). 

Grešna Pilnica  

Klenovnik 

Croatia
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Klenovnik to Žarovnica 4.0 6.4 

Žarovnica to Bednja 4.2 6.7 

Bednja to Trški Vrh 9.0 14.5 

Trški Vrh to Krapina 0.8 1.4 

TOTAL 18.0 29.0 
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Day 4 – Klenovnik to Krapina 

29.0 kms - Today is the beginning of a series of 3 relatively difficult days! The morning starts off with a 
gentle downhill walk into the centre of Klenovnik and then a few short uphill sections through the local 
forests before a gentle downhill into Žarovnica. From here it’s a flat walk through the valley before 
another short uphill burst and down again into Bednja. From Bednja it gets tough for the remaining 14 
kms as you tackle a series of often-muddy tracks taking you uphill and down-dale through the 
surrounding forest into Krapina County. Nevertheless, the sense of achievement is well rewarded when 
you arrive at your accommodation with a welcome drink from the host, Marlis! 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Klenovnic – Café, Bar & Restaurant 
Žarovnica - Cafe 
Bednja – Cafes, Bar & Supermarkets. Stock up on food and water at Bednja, last chance until Krapina. 
 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Left After leaving Izidor’s House turn Left and follow the winding road downhill - at 
each of the intersections continue left along Klenovnik heading downhill 

1.0 

Ahead Continue past Klenovnik Hospital (on the hill on your LHS – follow the fence-line) 
and continue to the bottom of the hill 

Left At the bottom of the hill, in front of the hospital, follow Klenovnik road around 
to the Left and continue to the main intersection 

0.3 

Right Turn Right at the main intersection (see the Lepoglava road sign) and continue 
along the main road until you reach the small yellow bridge on the outskirts of 
the village 

1.2 

Ahead Cross over the yellow bridge and continue for a short distance to the next ‘V’ 
intersection 

0.15 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection veer Right (the lower road to the main road) and continue 
along the winding country road as it goes uphill and downhill 

0.9 

Ahead Continue along the country road until you reach the dead-end (with a gate) – 
you will have walked a flat section with some houses mainly on the RHS of the 
road 

Ahead Proceed through the gate and head across the grassy slope between the little 
hut (keep it to your left) and house (keep it to your right) and head towards the 
woods – look for the red arrows on the trees 

0.5 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows uphill and to the right 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows around to the left and then right until the 
small bitumen road after the woods 

Right At the bitumen road turn Right and follow the road gently uphill passing the 
tennis court (on your LHS) before coming to a timber sign “Kuca de Odmar” on 
the bend of the bitumen road 

0.4 

Left Turn Left at the “Kuca de Odmar” (holiday house) sign and follow the dirt track 
along the ridge – you will come to an open section with a small house and 
vineyard 

0.25 

Ahead Continue past the small house and follow the winding dirt path downhill until 
you come to the houses and a bitumen road – you are now on the outskirts of 
Žarovnica 

0.3 
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Right At the bitumen road, turn Right and continue all the way downhill to the valley 
and follow the road to the main crossroad 

1.5 

Ahead Continue straight through the crossroad (passing the small bar on your RHS) and 
continue uphill past a deer farm on the RHS to the religious monument (Mary in 
a globe & dove) 

0.5 

Ahead Continue straight ahead and downhill, passing under the lovely, natural tree-
tunnel as it veers left until the next crossroad (Kamenica) 

0.5 

Ahead At the intersection head directly across the road onto Kameničko Podgorje and 
continue along to the ‘V’ intersection – there’s a big 3-story house on your RHS 
and “Ascaya Caffe Bar” ahead on your left 

0.6 

Veer Left Follow the red arrow and veer Left onto the dirt road (not uphill to the right) and 
continue along this main dirt path past cornfields and pumpkin patches – could 
be muddy in sections, especially after rains 

2.6 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road passing three clusters of derelict cottages on your 
RHS – ignore path to the right with red X  

Right About 100 mtrs past the last cluster of derelict cottages a small track goes left 
alongside the river BUT you veer right and follow the red arrows uphill 

0.8 

Ahead Follow the red arrows and dirt road uphill onto the plateau. Continue following 
the arrows until the bitumen road 

Right Turn downhill and continue along the bitumen road (Brezje) into Bednja village 1.5 

Ahead Pass the cemetery on the hill on your LHS and continue along the bitumen road 
(Planinarska ul.) to the big yellow church on the hill 

Veer Left In front of the church veer Left and take the path downhill (Trg Svete Marije) to 
the main road (Trakošćanska ul.) 

0.15 

Ahead Continue along the main road passing several shops and cafes (See Note 1) to 
the last pub in the village “Plavi9” – See Note 2 

0.5 

Ahead Continue past “Plavi9” for a short distance until you reach the next left turn – 
over the small steel bridge 

0.15 

Left At the intersection turn Left at the sign “Krapina 14 km” and continue over the 
small bridge and follow the bitumen road (Ul. Akademika J. Jedvaja) to the 2nd 
intersection on your left 

0.5 

Left At the large house on your left, follow the red arrow and turn Left and head 
uphill on Želimor road 

0.5 

Ahead Follow this country road as it continues uphill curving left & right past houses & 
vineyards with lovely views to your left 

1.3 

Ahead Continue along Želimor road following the red arrows passing a small group of 
houses on your RHS and you start-heading downhill. Continue until the red 
arrows pointing left (approx. 400 mtrs) – there is a small house on your RHS 

Left Turn Left onto a small overgrown dirt path and continue downhill to the stream 
and a small wooden bridge 

0.3 

Ahead Follow the red arrows across the stream and follow the path up the very steep 
goat track. Continue along the ridge passing a small vineyard on your LHS and 3 
small buildings on your RHS 

0.8 

Ahead Continue along the dirt track passing the crucifix on your LHS and continue along 
the wider dirt road until you reach the small bitumen road – off to your right as 
the dirt road bends to the left and downhill 

0.7 

Ahead At the bitumen road (Brdo Jesenjsko), continue downhill into the small hamlet of 1.4 
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Saski – approx. 30 houses over the next 500 mtrs – and continue all the way 
downhill to a sharp ‘T’ intersection 

Right At the bottom of Brdo Jesenjsko, turn Right and continue along the bitumen 
road until you reach a small lake on your LHS – this section is often very muddy, 
especially after heavy rains 

0.7 

Ahead Continue past the small lake until you come to a small concrete pipe drain (faded 
orange). Continue uphill along the path after crossing the pipe drain to the red 
arrows pointing left 

0.25 

Left Follow the red arrows Left and head uphill along the boggy track until you reach 
the cleared/felled tree area. Climbing over felled logs, follow the red arrows to 
the left through the woods and up to the small grain stand on the main dirt road 
above – if you cannot locate the red arrows due to more felled trees in the area, 
just climb straight up the side of the hill through the main felled area to the main 
dirt road above 

0.9 

Left Turn Left onto the dirt road and continue along the dirt track 3.2 

Ahead Continue along the various paths – some muddy and boggy – following the red 

arrows (some are also marked with red and white circle &/or “K”) for about 1hr 

35 mins from the cleared / felled area until you are heading downhill towards 

houses and asphalt again. Continue downhill to the ‘T’ intersection 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection, turn Right and head steeply uphill 1.4 

Ahead Follow this road as it winds its way uphill and into open fields until it joins 
Strahinje Radobojsko road – follow this road to the ‘T’ intersection 

Left Turn Left at the intersection with the crucifix and continue along the road until 
the bend with two dirt paths heading off to the right 

0.25 

Right Take the Right (of the two) dirt paths leading into the woods and continue 
walking along the hill following the red arrows towards Šušelj Brijeg 

1.1 

Left Following the red arrows, turn Left and head steeply downhill directly into Trški 
Vrh 

0.9 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows out of the woods to the amazing view in front 
of you and continue into Trški Vrh 

Right At the church turn Right and head downhill into Krapina to the 3 x crucifixes 
ahead and cemetery on your LHS  

0.6 

Ahead Continue downhill onto Ul. Miroslava Krleže and then onto Ul. Kardinala Stepinca 
following the red arrow under the Motorway (above) to the intersection with 
Krapina’s main road (Ul. Ljudevita Gaja) 

0.5 

Right At Ul. Ljudevita Gaja turn Right and continue along the main street until it bends 
round to the left – see Magistratska ul on your RHS (almost ahead) 

0.3 

Right Turn Right into Magistratska ul and continue along to Barrock Hostel on your 
RHS – see the “Welcome EPW” sign above the door! 

0.2 

 
Note 1: Buy drinks and snacks here for a picnic later along the next part of the walk – Bednja is the last 
place for supplies before getting to Krapina! 
 
Note 2: The remaining 14 kms from Bednja to Krapina is TOUGH – lots of uphill on goat tracks and 
muddy surfaces. If you are not confident to do this 14 kms stretch, have a drink in Plavi 9 and call a taxi – 
see ‘Ease the Day’ Tip below! 
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‘Ease the Day’ Tip - At Plavi 9 Pub call taxi driver - Bančo (+385 915 437 576) or Stjepan (+385 915 073 

402). 
 

Accommodation: 

Barrock Hostel,  

Magistratska ul 36 

Krapina, Croatia 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Krapina to Štuparje 3.9 6.2 

Štuparje to Donji Zbilj 8.4 13.6 

Donji Zbilj to Jelenjak 2.9 4.7 

Jelenjak to Zagorska Sela 3.5 5.6 

TOTAL 18.7 30.1 
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Day 5 – Krapina to Zagorska Sela 

30.1 kms - Today promises to keep your heart pumping with several hilly sections as you head west from 
Krapina to Zagorska Sela. Nevertheless, it’s a day filled with wonderful scenery while you make your way 
through the Croatian countryside. At times you’re passing agricultural farmlands and meandering 
through lovely wooded forests and at other times you travel through small villages. Enjoy the superb 
views as you get a real taste of this part of Croatia. 
  
Amenities En-Route: 
Štuparje – Mini-Mart, Cafe 
Donji Zbilj – “Holy Mary” Café & Bar 
 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Right Depart Hostel Barrock and continue along Magistratska ul. to the next 
intersection left (Ul. Dragutina Gorjanovića Krambergera) 

0.07 

Left Turn Left onto Ul. Dragutina Gorjanovića Krambergera and pass over the small 
bridge and over the main road (Celjska cesta) and pass by the large statue of 
Cromagnon Man – leave him on your RHS 

0.3 

Ahead Continue past the large statue along the ‘driveway’ to the Museum (Mujez 
Krapinskih Neadertalaca) until you reach the small steps to the monument on 
your LHS 

0.1 

Left Turn Left and head up the small steps to join the dirt track up through the woods 
– look for the red arrows to your right. Follow the red arrows up the steep dirt 
track passing a few more timber monuments as you go 

0.7 

Ahead Continue up the dirt track until you come to the bitumen road (Tkalci). Continue 
along the bitumen road to the intersection. Follow the red arrows directly 
through the intersection and continue to the crucifix in the middle of the road 

Right Follow the red arrows to the Right, passing the crucifix on your LHS and continue 
for a short distance to the small road to the right 

0.1 

Right Turn Right and head steeply downhill and continue towards the Motorway 
(above) 

0.5 

Left After passing under the Motorway take the 1st Left (‘Rovno’ - looks like a 
driveway up to the house ahead) approximately 150 mtrs beyond the Motorway 
underpass 

0.15 

Ahead Continue up towards the house on the gravel road (Rovno) and continue along it 
as you curve around to the left. Follow this gravel road (Rovno) as it runs parallel 
to the Motorway (you can see the entry-exit tunnels on your LHS).  

0.9 

Right At the intersection follow the red arrow and turn Right onto Stara Ves Petrovska 0.8 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (Stara Ves Petrovska) until you arrive at the 
last house (RHS) after the ‘village’ and see a smaller bitumen road on your left 
(Škaričevo) 

Left Turn Left onto Škaričevo and walk uphill crossing the small bridge and heading 
towards the ‘Škaričevo’ sign post 

0.5 

Right Turn Right and continue following the winding road uphill to ‘Mala Pačetina’ 
road to where the bitumen ends 

1.8 

Ahead Follow the red arrows along the edge of the woods, veering left, and head down 
the grassy path towards the houses below – you will walk between the houses at 
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the bottom of the hill onto the short bitumen road (Štuparje ul.) –  

Ahead At the bottom of the hill, continue directly to the ‘T’ intersection at the main 
road – see the lovely red flowers lining the short road (Štuparje ul.) 

0.15 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left onto the main road (Štuparje ul.) and head into 
Štuparje village 

1.1 

Ahead Head past the village and continue past the sports centre (on your RHS) as you 
leave the village. Continue along the main road until you arrive at the ‘V’ 
intersection – the main road swings round to the left and there’s 2 roads veering 
off to the right 

Centre Follow the red arrow onto the Centre ‘fork’ road (Svedruža) and continue to the 
‘T’ intersection 

0.6 

Left Follow the red arrow and turn Left onto Benkovo road and continue along the 
road until the ‘T’ intersection – See Note 1 

1.4 

Left Turn Left at the ‘T’ intersection and proceed a short distance to the big white 
house on your RHS – see a short dirt road to the Hwy on your RHS 

0.15 

Right Turn Right at the big white house and continue down the white gravel road to 
the main road (507) 

0.1 

Ahead Cross the main road (507) and continue along the road following it as it bends to 
the left (Svetojurski Vrh) and uphill (woods on the right) to the crucifix atop of 
the hill 

0.6 

Right Turn onto the bitumen road and continue (ignore the small road going downhill 
to the left) to the ‘V’ intersection 

0.6 

Keep Left At the ‘V’ intersection keep Left and turn onto Cigrovec and follow the red 
arrows along this road to a ‘Y’ intersection 

0.5 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection turn Right and continue uphill along the bitumen road 
past houses and then downhill 

0.6 

Ahead Continue on the road as it winds uphill through woods (ignore the first right-
hand turn) until the top of the hill where bitumen ends 

Veer 
Right 

Veer Right onto the gravel road and continue until the ‘V’ intersection 

Veer Left At the ‘V’ intersection veer Left and continue along the bitumen road, following 
the red arrows, to the ‘T’ intersection 

0.7 

Right Follow the red arrow to the Right and continue uphill past the houses until the 
red arrows pointing into the woods 

0.4 

Right Follow the red arrows around to the Right and into the woods and head uphill 
until you reach the houses 

0.45 

Right At the houses turn Right and continue along the gravel path uphill to the ‘T’ 
intersection  

0.4 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn sharply Right and continue uphill along the gravel 
track as it curves left around the back of a house 

0.4 

Left Follow the dirt road Left (Gorjakovo) around the back of the house and continue 
along the winding, downhill road until you exit the woods at some houses 

1.2 

Veer 
Right 

Follow the red arrows and veer Right and continue down the hill 0.1 

Right Follow the red arrows along the road to the Right and continue downhill onto 
the gravel road until it curves around to the left 

0.3 

Left Follow the gravel road around to the Left and continue along to the ‘T’ 0.6 
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intersection at the houses 

Right Turn sharply Right and continue along the flat road to the main road ‘T’ 
intersection - with STOP sign on your RHS 

0.2 

Right Turn Right onto the main road and continue along passing through the housing 
area (on both sides) until you reach the red arrows pointing up into the woods 
on your LHS 

0.5 

Left Turn Left onto the narrow overgrown (and often slippery) dirt path and head 
uphill through the woods 

0.8 

Ahead Follow the red arrows through the woods and then out into open fields. 
Continue along the grassy path curving right and then left and up to the ‘T’ 
intersection with the bitumen road (Marinec ul) 

Right Turn Right onto Marinec ul and continue for a short distance to the red arrow on 
the bitumen road (LHS) pointing uphill to the left – to a narrow, overgrown path 
(barely visible on the edge of the tree-line) See Note 2 

0.1 

Left Turn Left at the red arrow and head uphill along the overgrown grassy path and 
then into the woods 

1.0 

Ahead Continue along the red arrowed path through the woods until you exit the forest 
and continue following the red arrows until you reach the bitumen path and 
onto the next intersection (Donji Zbilj) 

Right Turn Right onto the main road (Donji Zbilj) and continue along as it curves and 
winds through the Donji Zbilj village houses until you reach the ‘Holy Mary Pub’ 
on your RHS towards the end of the village – a good place for a rest and drink – 
See Note 3 

1.1 

Ahead Pass the ‘Holy Mary Pub’ until you reach the small intersection on your left 0.15 

Left Turn Left onto the narrow road and continue along as it curves left and then 
right and heads uphill  

0.7 

Ahead Follow the gravel road uphill and pass behind the house on your LHS. Follow the 
grassy path veering slightly right as you continue uphill between the cornfields 
until your reach the woods. Continue through the woods until the main dirt road 

Right At the dirt road (Turnovo) turn Right and continue following the red arrows past 
the buildings before veering off to the right into the woods 

0.8 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows as you proceed into the woods.  

Left As you exit the woods, follow the red arrows Left, staying on the ‘high’ ground 
(above the houses) and continue along the grassy path on the edge of the tree-
line (on your LHS). 

0.45 

Right Follow the grassy path around to your Right and head downhill slightly onto a 
gravel road. Continue downhill to the two houses at the intersection – see the 
red arrow pointing directly ahead 

0.1 

Ahead Continue through the intersection and along the gravel road as it curves to the 
left until you reach the ‘jagged’ intersection of Donji Jalšovec roads 

0.5 

Ahead Follow the red arrows and continue straight through the ‘jagged’ crossroad and 
continue along the winding, uphill-downhill gravel road until you reach the main 
road (Jelenjak) 

1.1 

Right Turn Right at the main road (Jelenjak) and pass the bus-stop on your RHS and 
continue to the next left turn – you will see a small bridge to cross 

0.3 

Left Turn Left and head over a small bridge 0.5 

Ahead Continue over the bridge and continue around to the Right and slightly uphill 
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passing along the small village of Jelenjak. Continue along the gravel road to the 
next ‘T’ intersection 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue heading uphill on Škalić Zagorski 
road 

2.8 

Ahead Continue along Škalić Zagorski road into the woods along the main dirt path – 
Don’t deviate! Continue along the main road heading uphill and downhill onto 
Brezakovec road (Škalić Zagorski becomes Brezakovec) to the ‘T’ intersection 

Left Turn Left at the ‘T’ intersection and continue along the main road until you reach 
the red arrows “EPW” sign on the bitumen road – you will have the 
‘overhanging’ sand cave in front of you! 

0.5 

ALTERNATE (SHORTER) ROUTE – provided by Zagorski Sela Host (Aljosa) 

Right At the “EPW” red arrows turn Right and head downhill on Zagorska Sela leaving 
the overhanging sand cave on your LHS 

0.7 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows (marked on the road) downhill until you reach 
the houses – you feel like you are walking through their backyard! 

Left Follow the red arrows (on the little marker) Left and around the house and then 
to the Right and follow the grassy track along the edge of the tree line.  

0.15 

Left Turn Left at the red arrow ‘sign’ and follow the rutted tractor trail downhill to 
the open field 

0.2 

Ahead Remain on the grassy path and continue ahead towards the bitumen road at the 
‘ruin’ building ahead of you 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road heading downhill until you reach the ‘T’ 
intersection on the bend of the adjoining road 

0.45 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right for a short distance until the next left turn – the 
‘Zagorski Sela’ sign is behind you on your LHS 

0.08 

Left At the sign (behind you) turn Left and continue as the road bends round to the 
right and there’s a turn to the left 

0.4 

Left Turn Left at the ‘T’ intersection and continue along the road, following the red 
arrows to the intersection with the main road 

0.7 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows to the main road. Cross the main road – see 
the religious monument on your RHS at the intersection – and follow the EPW 
arrows onto the gravel road ahead 

0.06 

Right Turn Right into the driveway of your accommodation! 0.02 

ORIGINAL EPW ROUTE – FROM THE “EPW” ARROW AT THE SAND CAVE 

Ahead From the “EPW” red arrow on Zagorska Sela road continue ahead (instead of 
turning Right) and downhill and continue to the main Hwy 

 

Right At the main road passing a small shop  

Ahead Walk towards the church and veer to the right with the road before reaching the 
church.  

 

Ahead Continue along this winding road, downhill to the bus stop at the bottom of the 
hill 

 

Left Turn Left at the crucifix on your LHS and follow the gravel road to the 
accommodation driveway 

0.06 

Right Turn Right into the driveway of your accommodation! 0.02 
 

Note 1: There is a small shop to the right of the ‘T’ intersection. 
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Note 2: There is a small shop approx. 200 mtrs ahead of the ‘left turn’. It may be open? 
 
Note 3: If you don’t want to do the last 10km, call Aljosa from the Zagorska Sela accommodation to pick 
you up from here! 
 
‘Ease the Day’ Tip - Get to the “Holy Mary” Pub and call Aljosa at the Zagorska Sela accommodation 

(+385 996 619 715). 
 

Accommodation: 

Aljosa Mutic 

Zagorska Sela  

Croatia 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Zagorska Sela to HA-SL Border 3.7 6.0 

HA-SL Border to Bistrica ob Sotli 1.1 1.7 

Bistrica ob Sotli to Pišece 6.5 10.4 

Pišece to Globoko 4.3 7.0 

Globoko to Brežice 5.0 8.0 

TOTAL 20.6 33.1 
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Day 6 - Zagorska Sela (Croatia) to Brežice (Slovenia)  

33.1 kms - It’s a ‘mixed bag’ today with plenty of beautiful scenery to admire, especially once you reach 
the grapevine-covered slopes of Slovenia. A balance of scenic road walks and at other times the coolness 
of forest hikes will ensure this day is memorable. Starting off with a short ascent over Zagorska Sela you 
follow the valley road around to the border checkpoint. From there it’s a gentle climb through the lovely 
forest behind Bistrica ob Sotli and up to Cerkev Sv. Gore before heading steadily downhill to the vine-
filled slopes of Pišece. The final leg of todays walk is along the valley road between Pišece and Globoko 
before entering Brežice and arriving at your accommodation near the Castle. 
 
Ensure you carry your passport with you today as it will be checked and stamped as you enter Slovenia.  
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Zagorska Sela – Café 
Border Checkpoint – Toilet & Water 
Bistrica ob Sotli – Petrol Station (Snacks & Toilet), Cafes, Restaurants, Bar 
Pišece – Cafés, Bar, Restaurant, Supermarket 
Globoko – Café, Bar (over the bridge – beyond the track turn off) 
Brežice – Cafes, Bars, Supermarkets, Restaurants 

 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Left Turn Left out of the driveway and head up to the main road 0.15 

Right Turn Right onto the main road (cross it – there’s a footpath on the other side)  1.1 

Ahead Continue along the main road and uphill past the bus stop. Continue as the main 
road curves round to the left (passing the church) and head downhill to where 
the main road curves round to the right 

Veer 
Right 

Follow the main road as it curves all the way round to the Right at the bottom of 
the hill 

5.0 

Ahead Follow the main road all the way to just before the HRK/SLO Border Checkpoint. 
You will see several Razvor signs along the way. Continue along the road until 
you arrive at a ‘T’ intersection – you will see the border control point to your 
right 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and head towards the border control point. 
Pass the first control point building and proceed to the next control point 
building - See Note 1 

0.6 

Ahead Head out of the Border Control Point and proceed straight ahead along 
Kumrovec road to the ‘T’ intersection – there’s a petrol station on the RHS 

0.9 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue along the bitumen road (Bistrica ob 
Sotli) 

1.3 

Ahead Continue along the main road towards the village of Bistrica ob Sotli and follow 
the road as it curves uphill and around to the left and then around to the right 

Ahead Continue along the main bitumen road crossing the bridge and then look for the 
red arrows pointing right (down a small laneway) and a sign indicating ‘hiking’ to 
“Svete Gore” 

Right At the red arrows and sign turn Right and continue to the first house on your LHS 0.02 

Left Follow the “Svete Gore” hiking sign to your Left and pass between the first few 
houses and continue uphill along the dirt track up to the bitumen road 

0.4 
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Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (Zagaj) to the religious memorial and “Svete 
Gore” sign pointing into the woods 

Left Follow the red arrows and “Svete Gore” sign into the woods 0.8 

Ahead Continue following the red arrows up into the woods. Continue following the red 
arrows as you walk in a trench-like path and winding your way uphill. Follow the 
red arrows and path as it veers Right up a steep hill until you reach a small 
concrete memorial (on your LHS) 

Ahead Continue to follow this forest trail around to the Right and continue along the 
ravine-edge (to your LHS) until you reach a green sign post “Bozja Nova”. 
Ignoring the red arrows heading directly uphill, veer round to the left and follow 
the red arrows and forest trail uphill to the large crucifix (Božja Noga) on your 
LHS. 

0.3 

Veer 
Right 

From the large crucifix veer Right and continue to the bitumen road 0.2 

Right At the bitumen road turn Right and continue uphill to the buildings and park 
area 

0.3 

Left At the top of the hill turn Left and continue along the bitumen road until you 
come to a ‘V’ intersection – one ‘high’ road and one ‘low’ road heading downhill 

0.8 

Left At the ‘V’ intersection follow the red arrow and head Left onto the ‘low’ road 
(Vrhovnica) and head downhill 

2.2 

Ahead Continue along this road (Vrhovnica) initially passing a farmhouse on your LHS 
and then walking along the forest section of the road. Continue along the road 
until you exit the forest section and see a chapel on a hill on your RHS. Continue 
to the next intersection and look for the red arrow on the bitumen pointing 
downhill to the right onto a dirt track 

Right At the red arrow turn Right and head downhill into the vineyards 0.9 

Ahead Follow the dirt track and red arrows all the way downhill to the bitumen road 

Right At the sign to “Pišece” turn Right and continue along passing the farm houses 
until the road veers left 

0.3 

Ahead Continue over the green bridge and follow the road as it curves left and uphill. 
Continue to the very last house (sky blue colour) at the end of the asphalt and 
follow the grassy path past the house as it bends left besides the woods on your 
LHS. 

0.2 

Ahead Continue along the dirt track into the woods following the red arrows until you 
reach a wider dirt track ‘crossroad’ 

0.4 

Left At the wider dirt track turn Left and continue to follow the red arrows to the 
next ‘T’ intersection (houses on the corner) 

0.4 

Right Head onto the asphalt keeping the magnificent wine valley on your LHS, 
continue along 500 mtrs and veer right at the ‘Vinska klet Varlez’ sign post (you 
approach the back of the sign) 

0.5 

Ahead Continue along the winding bitumen road all the way to Pišece – you will pass 
the cemetery on your LHS as you enter Pišece and the pub a little further along 
on your LHS – across the road from the water-wheel & Post Office 

2.2 

Ahead Passing the pub on your LHS, continue along the bitumen road gently downhill 
passing the Supermarket and Coffee Shop at the Pišece Market (on your LHS)  

0.25 

Left At the Supermarket follow the road around to the Left and continue uphill as the 
road curves right and then left and downhill to a multi-intersection – See Note 2 

0.7 
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Left At the multi-intersection turn sharply Left passing the sign to “Globoko” 6.2 

Ahead After turning sharply Left continue along the bitumen road all the way to 
“Globoko” – this section is all road walking so don’t be concerned about the lack 
of red arrows. Just stay on the road and be careful of traffic! 

Ahead Continue into “Globoko” passing the Post Office until you reach the ‘T’ 
intersection 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and follow the main road until you cross the 
Globoko Bridge – look for the red arrows pointing right down a dirt track 
immediately after the bridge 

0.4 

Right After crossing the bridge turn Right and continue along the dirt track – the 
stream is on your RHS 

2.4 

Ahead Continue along the dirt track and then grassy trail alongside the river until you 
pass under the power lines and the grassy path turns left into the woods  

Left Follow the grassy trail around to the Left and continue along the path to the 
houses and back to onto the bitumen road to the ‘T’ intersection on the bend of 
the intersecting road 

0.5 

Right Turn Right at the ‘T’ intersection and follow the road all the way into Cundrovec 2.5 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road through Cundrovec until you cross the railway 
line. Continue along as the road bends round to the right until you reach the 
next left turn 

Left Turn Left and follow the road towards Brežice until you reach the roundabout 0.7 

Ahead Following the pedestrian crossing on the LHS of the roundabout, continue 
straight through and continue along passing the SPAR (on your LHS) and then a 
hospital (on your RHS) and then an Audi Car Shop (on your RHS) 

0.8 

Left At the end of the road turn Left and walk down the main road (Cesta prvih 
borcev) passing cafes, restaurants and bars to the end of the street – the Castle 
Muzej (Museum) is directly ahead of you. 

0.5 

Left Follow the road around to the Left and cross the road at the intersection to the 
park ahead of you 

0.1 

Ahead Follow the walking path to the left and then head directly up the small slope to 
the ‘Klub MC’ Bar ahead of your. Veer right over to the entrance to the MC 
Hostel to check-in! 

0.15 

 
Note 1: Ensure you have your passport. Don’t take any shortcuts across unmanned border crossings. 
There are lots of other tracks marked up in this area - follow the red arrows to the official Border 
Checkpoint!   
 
Note 2: As a side trip, if you want to visit the Grad (Castle) Pišece head up the track at the bend in the 
road at the multi-intersection. The Castle is 500 mtrs up the gently sloping track. 
 
‘Ease the Day’ Tip - To make this day shorter, you can skip the first 6kms by asking Aljosa to take you to 
the border (€2 pp - a token for petrol). If you skip the 1st 6kms, you are looking at only 27kms kms to 
Brežice. Also, there is a taxi service in Brežice that can pick you up from some of the closer locations to 

Brežice - +386 5172 0591 or +386 7496 1147. 
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Accommodation: 
MC (Maldski Center) Hostel 
Gubčeva ulica 10a, 
Brežice,  
Slovenia 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Brežice Accommodation to Brežice Train Station 1.7 2.8 

TOTAL 1.7 2.8 
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Day 7:  Brežice to Ljubljana 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Brežice – Cafes, Shops, Restaurants, Café & Bar at  
Brežice Train Station – Café & Bar 
On Train – Nil 
 
Depending on when you choose to leave Brežice for Ljubljana, all you have today is a walk from your 
accommodation at MC Brežice to the Train Station – 2.8 kms. Head out across the lawn to the Castle and 
head north along the main street (Cesta prvih Borcev). You will pass many cafés and restaurants along 
this section of the main road. Continue directly ahead onto Trg Izgnancev and then Cesta Bratov 
Milavcev (all the same road) following the signs to the Train Station until you come to the large 
roundabout in the shopping district.  Go straight through the roundabout and then 300 mtrs later the 
road curves left. Follow the road around to the left onto Cesta Bratov Cerjakov until you arrive at the 
small park in front of the Train Stain some 400 mtrs further along. Turn right through the small park to 
the Train Station.  
 
There are several trains daily to Ljubljana (2016 price - €7.70) and the journey is 80 minutes in duration. 
 
There is also a bus service - about the same price and duration but the bus station is closer to the 
accommodation (MC Brežice). Ask for timetable at Reception, as there are only a few buses daily and 
none on Sunday. 
 
When you arrive in Ljubljana, cross over the main road and head south towards the river. The best street 
to do this is Resljeva cesta as it takes you down to the famous Dragon Bridge (Zmajski most). Here you 
turn right along the river, passing the famous “Three Bridges” landmark of Ljubljana. The city tourism 
office is located here. Also the international Central food market is here - a superb place for breakfast, 
lunch or dinner! 
 
Accommodation: 
 
Accommodation in Ljubljana is for your own picking. Some of you might want privacy, some might want 
a bit of luxury etc? The city is full of super options, so choose away. NB: you will leave Ljubljana via 
“Barjanska cesta”, the main arterial street heading south. 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Ljubljana to Žabnica 8.0 12.8 

Žabnica to Podpeč 1.7 2.8 

Podpeč to Bistra 6.5 10.5 

TOTAL 16.2 26.1 
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Day 8 – Ljubljana to Bistra 

26.1 kms - It’s a relatively flat walk from Ljubljana to Bistra through some lovely forests, open fields and 
along the Ljubljanica River in some sections. Once you escape the city along ‘Barjanska cesta’ 
(pronounced: Bar-jan-ska) you will be traffic-free for most of the day except for a stretch between 
Podpeč and Kamnic pod Krimom. Enjoy the relatively easy day contemplating your time in Ljubljana and 
the rest of the EPW! 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Žabnica – Tuš Supermarket & Café, Pizzeria (not always open) 
Podpeč – Grocery Store, Cafes, Restaurants 

 

Direction Comments Distance 

(km) 

Ahead Follow ‘Barjanska cesta’ southwards, heading out of the city. Continue along 

‘Barjanska cesta’ as it crosses over the Motorway ensuring you are on the LHS of 

the road as you head downhill after crossing the Motorway. Look for the red 

arrows pointing left as you make your way towards the bend – in the park on 

your LHS 

2.2 

Left Look Left at the end of the of the park, following the red arrows onto Curnovska 

Ulica 

0.2 

Ahead Continue along the gravel road to the ‘T’ intersection 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along the straight road (Pot na 

Rakovo jelšo) passing houses on your LHS, to the end of the road - it curves 

round to the right 

0.4 

Right Follow the dirt road around to the Right and continue along 3.5 

Ahead Continue along the very long, straight dirt road until you reach the end of the 

road – you will pass a small ‘weather’ station on your RHS at the end 

Right Turn Right at the ‘T’ intersection (after the ‘weather’ station) and continue along 

the main dirt road for another 200 mtrs – look out for the big red arrow on your 

LHS pointing into a gap in the trees! 

0.2 

Left Follow the big red arrow and turn Left onto the narrow track through the trees 

and continue just past the trees to the open field 

0.05 

Ahead Continue along the tree-line, keeping it to your RHS, and follow the red arrows 

along the grassy path the ‘T’ intersection 

0.4 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along the dirt road (Nova pot) 

until you reach some farmhouses and back onto the bitumen road 

0.6 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road as it veers left past the houses until you reach 

the 1st left turn onto a gravel road – you will see yellow arrows in this area 

indicating the “Slovenian Camino” 

1.0 

Left At the gravel road turn Left and follow the road between beautiful, tall trees to 0.4 
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the next ‘T’ intersection (end of the road) 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along the dirt road to a ‘V’ 

intersection 

0.9 

Left At the ‘V’ intersection veer Left and then continue along the dirt road as it curves 

back to your Right and continue along to the next crossroad intersection 

0.7 

Left At the dirt crossroad turn Left and continue along this dirt road until it splits to 

the left – you continue straight ahead into the woods 

0.3 

Ahead Continue along the main dirt road as it curves around the edge of the woods 

(mostly uphill on your RHS) and then back into the woods until the path curves 

90° right - you will see a path on your left just after the road to the left and horse 

yard) 

1.3 

Left Just after following the main dirt road around to your Right, turn Left at the red 

arrows pointing into the woods 

0.3 

Ahead Follow the red arrows through the woods, along the dirt track until you come to 

an old wooden (plank) bridge 

Left After crossing the bridge follow the red arrow Left and continue along the dirt 

track until you exit the woods 

0.2 

Ahead After exiting the woods, follow the red arrows along the grassy track, around the 

outside of the open fields to the gravel road heading to your right – along the 

fence-line 

Right Turn Right at the gravel road and follow the fence-line and head towards the 

houses and intersection with the bitumen road – See Note 1 

0.4 

Left At the bitumen road turn Left and head away from Žabnica village 0.7 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road that will then become a gravel road and 

continue to the end at the ‘T’ intersection with another dirt road 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and follow the gravel until the next ‘T’ 

intersection on your RHS 

0.2 

Right Follow the dirt road Right and continue along the straight road until you reach 

the Ljubljanica River ahead 

0.8 

Right Turn Right at the ‘T’ intersection – just before the river – and continue along the 

gravel road 

0.8 

Ahead Continue along the gravel road as it follows the river (on your LHS) until you pass 

through some industrial yards and reach the main road (742) – you will see the 

Arch Bridge on your LHS 

Left At the main road (742) turn Left and head over the bridge to Podpeč and 

continue to the roundabout 

0.3 

Right At the roundabout, follow the red arrows and turn Right and continue along the 

bitumen road (642) – footpath on the RHS of the road for a while 

2.5 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (642), careful of passing cars, as there is very 
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little roadside to walk along and some narrow bends between buildings – check 

the mirrors on the roadside! 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (642) heading out of Podpeč and then into 

Kamnik pod Krimom.  Continue all the way along until you pass under the railway 

line and the road curves sharply left 

Ahead After passing under the railway line (bridge above) cross to the RHS of the road 

and follow the red arrows onto the gravel road ahead. Continue along the gravel 

road until you reach the farm houses 

0.8 

Right At the farmhouses (seems like you’re in their backyard), veer Right and continue 

along the main gravel road to the next ‘V’ intersection – where the main dirt 

road curves round to the left 

0.3 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection, veer Right (not around to the left with the main dirt road) 

and cross over a small creek bridge 

1.4 

Ahead Continue along the straight-ish dirt road, keeping the Ljubljanica River on your 

RHS, until you arrive at the ‘V’ intersection 

Left At the ‘V’ intersection turn Left and continue along the gravel road 0.5 

Ahead Continue along the gravel road as it curves gently left and then right onto a 

straight section. Shortly afterwards you will approach a clip of trees and a 

crossroad. The road you are on turns left but you go Right - you will see many 

cancelled arrows here – don’t follow them! 

Right Turn Right onto the dirt trail and follow the straight trail along the edge of the 

trees to the end of the path and a ‘T’ intersection 

0.6 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along heading out of the woods 

for a short distance 

0.1 

Left Follow the path as it curves Left and follows the tree line (with the woods 

remaining on your LHS) 

1.2 

Ahead Continue along the gravel road leaving the tree-line behind you and continuing 

along the straight stretches of gravel road until you pass the ‘dog-leg’ (road 

curves left then right) – Beware, you’re walking in a flood-plain! 

Ahead After passing the ‘dog-leg’ section of the gravel road keep a sharp eye out for the 

red arrows pointing right into the field – near the next clump of trees on your 

RHS! 

Right At the red arrows, turn Right and pass through the electric fence (use the orange 

handle – be sure to secure it after passing) 

0.15 

Ahead Continue across the field – there may be cows…with horns…so be cautious – 

heading west towards the next group of trees 

Ahead Pass the group of trees and continue through the grassy field ‘aiming’ at approx. 

’11 o’clock’ and head for the tree-line ahead 

0.3 

Ahead At the tree-line, cross the metal “Magic Bridge” and continue along the string- 0.15 
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line (outer boundary of the field) or creek-line on your RHS to the big red arrow 

pointing right 

Right At the red arrow turn Right and go through the narrow section of trees and 

across the narrow creek - cross it carefully – we have put branches down to 

cross. Avoid hitting your head on the bushes overhead, if you think you want to 

jump the stream! 

0.03 

Ahead Continue under the fence – Don’t worry, too much – hold it down and climb 

through – it’s for cows not people! Look Left after passing under the fence! 

Left Turn Left and follow the grassy path and continue onto the gravel road to the ‘T’ 

intersection 

0.4 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue along the gravel road to the next 

right turn – at the corner of the fence 

0.2 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and continue along the gravel road as it curves 

around to the left 

1.1 

Right After the gravel road bends round to the left, turn Right and continue along the 

gravel road as it curves to the right 

0.35 

Ahead Continue to the next ‘Y’ intersection – you can see the ‘Dol’ village sign on your 

LHS 

Left Turn Left and proceed through the little village of Dol and continue to the main 

road 

0.3 

Right At the main road turn Right and follow the road through the two Monastery 

arches (beware of the traffic – there’s not much room) 

0.4 

Ahead Continue past the 2nd archway to Gostlina (Guesthouse) Bistra on your RHS 

 

Note 1: If you turn right here there is a Pizzeria 50 mtrs along the road (not always open) and a Tuš 

Supermarket & Cafe in Žabnica, approx. 400m ahead on your RHS.   

 
‘Ease the Day’ Tip – There is a Taxi service in Podpeč (+386 6414 3322) that can assist in transporting 

you to your accommodation in Bistra. 

 

Accommodation: 

Gostlina Bistra 

(Guesthouse Bistra) 

Bistra 2,  

1353 Vrhnika 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Bistra to Verd 1.9 3.1 

Verd to Laze 10.7 17.3 

Laze to Planina 2.5 4.0 

Planina to Postojna 5.8 9.2 

TOTAL 20.9 33.6 
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Day 9 – Bistra to Postojna 

33.6 kms - Today is TOUGH with, unfortunately, plenty of road walking. Nevertheless, it also has plenty 
of forest walks and a few hills to keep your mind wandering and your heart rate going. Heading out of 
Bistra it’s a walk along the main road all the way to Verd and then up to the logging trails and through 
the forest before another road walk into Laze. It feels like you always have the Motorway (E61) with you 
for the first half of the day! From Laze it’s a comfortable walk along the flat plains to Planina village 
before a steady climb up to Highway 409. Then it’s a steady road walk along the 409 into Postojna!  
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Verd – Café, Pub, Shop 
Laze – Pub 
Planina – Café, Pub 

 

Direction Comments Distance 
(km) 

Right Leaving “Gostlina Bistra” turn Right onto the bitumen road (642) and continue all 

the way along towards Verd village 

3.1 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (642) – careful of the narrow bends - passing 
over the bridge (just before the Motorway) and then shortly afterwards, under 
the Motorway 

Ahead After passing under the Motorway, continue along the same bitumen road as it 
curves to the right and then left to a ‘T’ intersection – see the sign for Vrhnika 

0.3 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue along the narrow bitumen road 
through the main village of Verd – pass the park on your RHS to the next ‘Y’ 
intersection 

0.25 

Right At the ‘Y’ intersection veer Right and continue through Verd 0.75 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road and follow the red arrows as the road curves to 
the Left and uphill. Continue up to the top of the narrow bitumen path to the 
bitumen road 

Right At the top of the path turn Right onto the bitumen road and continue heading 
gently uphill - the Motorway is on your LHS 

0.7 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road as it curves up to the Left and then Right and 
passes under the Motorway 

Ahead Continue following the bitumen road as it passes under the Motorway and 
continues to curve around to the left. Continue for a short distance to the 1st dirt 
(logging) trail on your RHS – look for the red arrow pointing right on the RHS of 
the bitumen road! 

0.15 

Right At the 1st dirt trail turn sharply Right and continue heading up the logging road – 
the Motorway is now on your RHS 

1.4 

Ahead Continue along the winding logging trail as it continues uphill until you reach a 
section where the logging road curves right and then bends sharply left uphill 
and there is a narrow overgrown trail on the bend to your RHS – look for the red 
arrow onto the trail 

Right At the sharp bend turn Right onto the overgrown narrow trail and continue 
downhill to the bottom of the track and the junction with another logging trail – 
it passes under the Motorway on your right 

0.3 
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Left After exiting the bush trail onto the main logging trail turn Left and continue 
along the logging trail – the Motorway remains on your RHS 

1.1 

Ahead Continue along the main logging trail as it winds its way gently uphill and 
downhill. Continue past the next two Motorway underpasses on your RHS 

Ahead Continue under the railway overpass through the narrow but high archway 

Ahead Continue along the logging trail until you pass the mobile phone tower on your 
RHS. Continue along the logging trail to your Left at the next Motorway overpass 
on your RHS 

0.9 

Ahead Continue along the logging trail past the overpass until you reach the ‘Y’ 
intersection 

0.3 

Right At the ‘Y’ intersection veer Right and head downhill until the logging trail bends 
around to the right under the Motorway 

0.7 

Right Follow the dirt road around to the Right, pass under the Motorway 0.1 

Left After passing under the Motorway, follow the dirt road around to the Left and 
continue uphill  

2.0 

Ahead Follow the dirt road for a further 1.5 kms - Motorway now on your LHS to the 2nd 
Motorway overpass 

Left At the 2nd overpass (old, rusty-looking red bridge – you can see a red & white 
framed tower ahead of you and the main Motorway on ramps) turn Left and 
cross over the bridge 

0.07 

Right After crossing the Motorway bridge turn Right onto another logging trail 2.5 

Ahead  Continue along the logging road following the arrows. Pass the red sign to Laze 
on your LHS (pointing towards the Motorway) and continue as the road winds 
through the woods in a wide semi-circle route – also look for the red & white 
‘dots’ on the trees – the EPW path follows a similar route.  In this section, the 
EPW arrows are more orange than red! 

Ahead Continue along the winding logging road until you come to a more open area at 
a  ‘T’ intersection – look for the big red arrow on the tree ahead – you are close 
the Motorway again 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and follow the logging road as you see the 
Motorway Petrol Stations and Cafes on your RHS through the trees. Continue 
until you arrive at the Motorway overpass on your RHS 

0.4 

Right Turn Right and pass over the Motorway – there is a small dirt road 
approximately 100 mtrs further on your RHS to the Motorway Cafes if you need 
a rest and a drink! 

1.2 

Ahead Continue along the main dirt road until you pass under the railway bridge – the 
road curves left before it and then right after it. Continue along the main road 
until it rises slightly to the bitumen road (640) 

Left Turn sharply Left onto the bitumen road and continue along the bitumen road to 
Laze 

4.4 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (640) all the way into Laze village. Continue 
past the sign welcoming you to Laze and then downhill into the village and then 
gently uphill until you reach the local Pub (on your RHS) at a ‘Y’ intersection – 
you will see the sign to Planina pointing downhill 

Right As you approach the local pub veer Right (to Planina) and continue down the hill 
to your right 

0.4 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road as it curves right as you go uphill and then left 
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as you go downhill to the intersection – see the crucifix across the road 

Left At the intersection turn Left and leave Laze 2.1 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road towards Planina crossing over the bridge and 
heading for Cerkev Sv. Križ (the church & cemetery ahead of you) 

Ahead Pass the cemetery (on your RHS) and continue towards the larger church in 
Planina village. As the road rises to the next intersection stay on the same 
bitumen road and continue downhill towards the village 

0.5 

Veer 
Right 

As you pass the main church on your RHS veer Right into the narrower bitumen 
road – see the red arrow on your RHS 

0.9 

Veer Left Continue along this narrower bitumen road passing through Planina – ignore the 
yellow arrows pointing right – and continue around to the left and then right 

Ahead Continue past the 2nd church (on your RHS) to a STOP sign on the main road 
(409) – Pub “Bar Demsar” is over the pedestrian crossing. Cross the road at the 
pedestrian crossing 

Left After crossing the main road turn Left and continue a short distance to the 2nd 
narrow road on your right – look for the red arrow pointing up the hill to your 
right 

0.1 

Right At the red arrow turn Right and head uphill 1.6 

Ahead Continue uphill following the red arrows, passing houses on both sides of the 
road and eventually a quarry on your RHS. Continue to where the road bends 
round to the left and comes to an intersection 

Ahead Cross the intersection (see the sign pointing to Postojna on your RHS) and follow 
the bitumen road uphill until it intersects with the main road (409) on a bend 

0.5 

Right Veer Right onto the main road (409) and continue all the way along this road 
until you eventually reach the Motorway on-ramps – you can see the large rock 
cutaway ahead of you 

3.3 

Ahead Remain on the same road you have been walking (409) and continue through the 
rock cutaway and continue downhill as you pass under the Motorway and then 
uphill, passing under the Motorway again 

1.0 

Ahead Continue along the same bitumen road as you approach Postojna ‘Welcome’ 
sign. Continue all the way into Postojna, heading downhill towards the ‘square’ 
on your RHS – you will see “Hotel Kras” ahead of you on the RHS!  

2.0 

Right At Hotel Kras (the square is in front of it) turn Right and cross the square to the 
narrow street on the other side 

0.1 

Left After crossing the square turn Left into Tržaška cesta and continue along this 
narrow bitumen road. Accommodation is 400 mtrs along on the RHS. 

0.4 

Ahead Follow Tržaška cesta on the RHS passing several cafes and shops until you reach 
the accommodation on your RHS – look for the combination sign and a small 
park on your RHS – the accommodation is behind the park with the giant ant and 
peg and tippie! 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip – There are daily buses from Verd to Postojna – ask your Bistra accommodation host 

to assist. There is a Taxi service in Postojna (+386 3177 7974 or +386 3133 9301) that can pick you up 

from locations closer to Postojna. 
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Accommodation: 

Hostel Proteus 

Tržaška cesta 36 

6230 Postojna 

Slovenia 

 

Note: This is a very cool hostel with an excellent coffee house across the street 
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Distances Miles KIlometres 

Postojna to Grobišče 3.2 5.1 

Grobišče to Koče 2.3 3.8 

Koče to Kal 6.1 10.1 

Kal to Neverke 2.2 3.5 

Neverke to Gornja Košana 1.4 2.2 

TOTAL 15.3 24.7 
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Day 10 – Postojna to Gornja Košana 

24.7 kms - After the initial flat walk out of the shopping and industrial zone of Postojna you enjoy the 
gentle, rolling green hills surrounding Grobišče village. Shortly after you encounter the flat areas of Koče 
and Slavina villages before starting a gentle climb up and over the surrounding hills until you reach Kal 
village. From there it’s a downhill walk along the main road and then a final push through Neverke 
village to your accommodation in Gornja Košana. 
 
Amenities En-Route: 
Verd – Café, Pub, Shop 
Laze – Pub 
 

Direction Comments Distance 

(km) 

Right Leaving the Hostel, turn Right and continue along Tržaška cesta passing the big 

Mercator (Shopping Centre) on your LHS 

0.7 

Ahead Continue straight through the 1st roundabout and pass the OMV Petrol Station 

(on your RHS) to the next roundabout 

Left At the roundabout turn Left and continue along the main road (still Tržaška 

cesta) to the large intersection – there’s a ‘Hofer’ Store opposite you! 

0.8 

Ahead At the large intersection continue straight through (best to be on the RHS of the 

road). Pass the ‘Hofer’ Store (on your RHS) and continue along the main road 

(Reška cesta) – you will be walking on a bike path on the RHS of the road 

Ahead Continue along the main road (Reška cesta) passing the large Petrol Station on 

your LHS. Continue to the end of the ‘bike path’ and the corner of ‘Zalog’ road – 

look for the red arrow pointing right into a narrow road 

Right Turn at the end of the bike path turn Right into ‘Zalog’ road and continue down 

the narrow bitumen road to the ‘Y’ intersection 

0.1 

Left At the ‘Y’ intersection turn Left and continue following the narrow village road to 

the more ‘open’ area intersection 

0.25 

Left At the ‘open’ area intersection turn Left and continue for a short distance before 

turning Left again – you will see open fields in front of you 

0.06 

Ahead After veering Left continue along the bitumen road as it curves right and heads 

out of the village. Continue along the road until it becomes a dirt road – next to 

the factory on your LHS 

0.3 

Ahead Continue along as the dirt road (and then some gravel) as it veers left towards 

the Motorway underpass – it’s difficult to see at first but follow the road and it 

will pass under 

0.7 

Left After passing under the Motorway, turn Left and follow the dirt road. Follow the 

main dirt (passing the two field entrances on your RHS) along parallel to the 

Motorway and then as it curves Right and winds its way through the woods 

0.3 

Ahead Continue along the same dirt road out of the woods and follow it along, as it 

swings sharply right. Continue along the long straight downhill section of the 

road and then continue towards Grobišče village 

1.9 

Ahead Continue along through Grobišče village, heading gently uphill, keeping to the 
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left to exit the village 

Ahead Continue along the road for 1.0 km to enter Matenja village 1.0 

Ahead After exiting Grobišče village continue along the road and head through the 

woods until you head downhill and come to the church and cemetery (on your 

RHS) – look for Snow White & the Seven Dwarves in a front garden on your LHS! 

Right At the church (Župnijska cerkev sv. Janeza Krstnika) and cemetery follow the red 

arrows to the Right. Head a short distance to the other side of the cemetery 

0.1 

Right At the other side of the church turn Right (again) and continue along the 

bitumen road 

1.2 

Ahead Continue along this scenic road until the ‘T’ intersection at the Horse Riding 

School (on your LHS) 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue along until the road bends sharply 

to your left 

0.3 

Right At the bend turn Right and continue a short distance - look for the EPW sign 

pointing left across the fields – See Note 1 

0.05 

Left After a short distance, turn Left and head along the trail passing over a small 

bridge 

0.9 

Ahead Follow the red arrows along the dirt trail and into open fields. Continue along 

the dirt track passing along a tree-line section until you reach the ‘T’ intersection 

at the bitumen road – at the northern end of Koče village 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection veer Right and continue along through Koče village 1.2 

Ahead Continue through Koče village and then along the road to Slavina village until 

you enter the village and the road bends round to the left to the main 

intersection – water well in the middle of the road and church in front of you! 

Right At the main intersection turn Right and continue for a short distance – be sure to 

check out the church! 

0.1 

Left After passing the church (on your LHS) and the Town Building (yellow) on your 

RHS, turn Left out of the village (there is a pub here, 30 mtrs on your RHS) and 

continue to the ‘V’ intersection (there are parking spaces on your LHS) 

0.15 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road passing the pub on your RHS until you reach 

the ‘Y’ intersection – parking spaces on your LHS 

Left At the ‘Y’ intersection veer Left and head gently uphill keeping the cemetery on 

your RHS until you just pass the cemetery & chapel wall on your RHS– look for 

the crucifix on your RHS and a grassy track leading to your right! 

0.1 

Right Immediately after the cemetery and chapel turn Right and continue along the 

grass trail 

0.9 

Ahead Continue along the grassy trail passing the 14 crucifixes (I, II, III, IV…XIV) until you 

reach the ‘V’ intersection with the dirt road 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection turn Right onto the white dirt road and continue along it 

as it curves to the right 

3.0 

Ahead Follow the main dirt road (and the red arrows) gently uphill until you reach a 

‘major’ ‘Y’ intersection – the dirt road you’re on bends round to the left and 

another veers off to the right, as you’re heading uphill 
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Left At the ‘V’ intersection continue on the main dirt road around to your Left 2.8 

Ahead Continue along the main dirt road until you reach the lower end of the trail and 

it curves sharply right – you’re only 50 mtrs from the railway line 

Right Turn sharply Right and follow the dirt road until you see the red arrows pointing 

left down a narrow grassy trail – heading towards the railway line 

0.7 

Left At the red arrows turn Left and continue down the narrow grassy trail until you 

reach the white dirt track – you’ll see an archway in a rock wall opposite you! 

0.15 

Left At the white, dirt track (and archway wall) turn Left and continue along the dirt 

track 

0.25 

Right Follow the dirt track around the Right and downhill passing under the railway 

(old bridge) and continue along to the ‘T’ intersection at the bottom of the hill 

0.5 

Right At the bottom of the hill turn Right and continue along to the dirt road to the 

next ‘T’ intersection at the main bitumen road (622) 

0.3 

Right At the main road (622) turn Right and continue through Kal village – you’re 

walking mostly ‘above’ the village below! 

3.1 

Ahead Continue along the main road (622) as you head downhill and out of Kal village 

Ahead Continue along the main road (622) as it curves left and passes an entrance to an 

industrial area (on your RHS). Continue along the main road until you arrive at 

the “Neverka” village sign 

Left A short distance past the “Neverka” village sign follow the red arrows and turn 

Left  

1.6 

Ahead Continue along the main village road passing the church (Sv. Anton) on your LHS. 

Follow the road through Neverka and then through Dolnja Košana  

Ahead Follow the red arrows through Dolnja Košana until you veer Left and head 

slightly downhill 

Ahead Continue down the road briefly and then gently uphill into Gornja (Gor) Košana 

and follow the red arrows on the telegraph posts to the accommodation on your 

RHS!  

0.7 

 

Note 1: If you want to have a really cool morning coffee, walk the 80 mtrs uphill to the right to Grad 

Prestranek. It has a public café and pizzeria just inside the gates. Smashing spot! 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip - Shorten the day with a morning taxi (or train) from Postojna. Ask the accommodation 

staff at the Hostel to assist. 
 

Accommodation: 

Istok, Spela and son Borut 

Gostilna Špelca 

Gornja Košana 4 

Slovenia 

 

Note: It’s the people that make the Peace Walk, and Istok and his family is definitely those sorts of 

people! There is amazing local food and drinks to be had in this rustic gem, and super Wi-Fi upstairs on 

the terrace. Relax and prepare for the end of your EPW!
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Gornja Košana to Čepno 1.2 2.0 

Čepno to Vremski Britof 5.6 9.0 

Vremski Britof to Matavun 4.2 6.8 

Matavun to Ocizla 8.4 13.5 

TOTAL 19.4 31.3 
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Day 11 - Gornja Košana to Ocizla 

31.3 kms - You’ll love todays walk!! With great views across the valley as you ascend out of Gornja 

Košana in the early morning, and then progress up through Čepno; you then get to enjoy a beautiful 

downhill walk through the forest into Dolnje Vreme. After a short walk along the bitumen roads you have 

the option to do the “River & Climb” along the Reka River (recommended despite the very steep, stair 

climb at the end of this section) or continue along the road to Matavun. After the gorgeous riverside 

walk you make your way to the Škocjanske Caves through lovely wilderness and the impressive cave 

‘sink-hole’ below. Finally the last section of today’s walk is along the service road above the adjacent 

Motorway. 

 
Amenities En-Route: 
Čepno –  
Vremski Britof – Cafe 

Matavun – Café, Bar & Restaurant (at Škocjanska Jame – Caves) 

 

Direction Comments Distance 

(km) 

Right Standing at the front of the Hostel facing the church, turn Right and head 

downhill following the curved stone wall until the 3rd intersection on your right 

0.15 

Right At the red arrows turn Right and head over the little bridge 0.8 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road heading uphill and out of Gornja Košana. 

Continue along the bitumen road until the ‘Y’ intersection – left road veers 

downhill to the Košana Train Station 

Left At the ‘Y’ intersection veer Left and head downhill to the Košana Train Station. 

Pass underneath the railway line and head left 

0.3 

Left After passing underneath the railway line turn Left onto the bitumen road 

(Čepno) and continue along 

0.8 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road as it climbs up to Čepno village. Continue up 

the hill until the 1st ‘T’ intersection on your left – look for the red arrow 

Left At the 1st ‘T’ intersection follow the road Left and continue uphill and to your left 

(again) following the road as it curves to the right until you come to the ‘T’ 

intersection  

0.3 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and follow the road past the last house and 

follow it round to the right 

0.07 

Right At the last house turn Right and continue along the dirt track  0.7 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road to the ‘V’ intersection as you’re heading gently 

uphill 

Right At the ‘Y’ intersection veer Right and continue winding your way gently uphill to 

the bitumen road – you will see a short track on your left to the bitumen road 

also – short-cut!! 

0.6 

Left At the bitumen road (Vremski Britof - 622) turn Left and continue along 1.9 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (Vremski Britof – 622) until you pass a 

guardrail (on a small bend). Continue past the guardrail for a short distance until 
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you see a dirt road heading downhill into the forest on your LHS – you will see 

cancelled signs (red rectangles) on trees in front of you on the LHS of the 

bitumen road) 

Left At the dirt road follow the red arrows and turn Left and head downhill through 

the woods 

4.3 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road through the forest following the red arrows 

downhill all the way to Dolnje Vreme village 

Ahead Continue out of the forest and onto the bitumen road as you enter Dolnje Vreme 

village. Continue downhill following the red arrows through the village to the 

bottom and the ‘T’ intersection with the main road (405) 

0.8 

Right At the bottom of the hill and the ‘T’ intersection with the main road (405) turn 

Right onto the main road 

0.4 

Ahead Continue along the main road (405) heading past the small café (behind the 

mini-sports field) on your LHS until reach the road veering left to Matavun 

Veer Left At the intersection to Matavun follow the red arrows and veer Left 0.5 

Ahead Continue along the road (Familje) heading downhill and curving to the right to 

the bridge over the Reka River 

Right As you approach the bridge turn Right onto the trail starting at the sign “Regijski 

Park – Škocjanske Jame” on your RHS – See Note 1 

1.7 

Ahead Follow the red arrows and continue along the beautiful trail aside the Reka River 

often referred to as the “River & Climb” Section of the EPW! At times the trail is 

very narrow and requires the use of the metal handles attached to the rock wall 

on your RHS – you will see them when you approach! Continue walking 

alongside the river (on your LHS) until it breaks away from the river and heads 

steeply uphill, zigzagging up the wooden steps to the top…Enjoy!! 

Left At the top of the steep climb follow the path round to your Left and continue 

through the woods to the ‘open’ area and the rock wall in front of you – you will 

see the ruins gate (Grad Školj) to your left 

0.1 

Left At the ‘open’ area turn Left and head for the ruin gate (Grad Školj) 0.07 

Right At the ruin gate turn Right and continue along the trail 1.6 

Ahead Continue along the trail (with the river on your LHS) and follow the red arrows 

up to the ‘T’ intersection – look for the red arrows pointing left along the main 

dirt road 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn sharply Left and continue slightly uphill 0.5 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road until you head downhill to the start of Betanja 

village 

Right As you enter Betanja village from the dirt road follow the red arrows and turn 

Right onto the short stretch of bitumen as you pass behind some house and pick 

up the “Skojan Educational Trail” 

1.0 

Ahead Follow the Education Trail around Škocjanske Jame – you will see the 

Information Boards (counting down from 10, 9, 8…etc) as you circle around the 

cavernous hole below. Continue past the lookout point and head down into 

Matavun – look for the steps up to the Caves Entrance, Café & Restaurant - See 

Note 2 
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Ahead Follow the trail between the houses until you reach the main road (940) 0.1 

Right At the main road (940) turn Right and head gently uphill past the Škocjanske 

Caves entrance (on your RHS) 

0.3 

Ahead Continue gently uphill along the main road (940) until it bends around to the 

right – look for the track off to the left 

Left At the bend in the main road turn Left onto the dirt track and continue along 

until the ‘V’ intersection 

1.0 

Right At the ‘V’ intersection turn Right and continue along the dirt road until it 

becomes bitumen at the “Turistična Kmetija – Domačija Vrbin” (Tourist Farm) on 

your LHS 

0.8 

Ahead Continue past the Tourist Farm a short distance to the ‘T’ intersection 0.1 

Right At the ‘T’ intersection turn Right and head uphill a short distance to the next left 

turn 

0.15 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue uphill and then downhill into Kačiče 

village – See Note 3 

1.0 

Ahead Keeping right as you enter Kačiče, pass restaurant “Gostilna Godina” (on your 

RHS) and cross the village main road (keep the Christmas tree on your RHS). 

Continue for a short distance until you reach the dirt road on your left 

Left After crossing the road and continue a short distance follow the red arrows and 

veer Left 

0.6 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road until you reach the main bitumen road (409) 

Left At the bitumen main road (409) turn Left and continue along the busy road until 

you cross over the railway bridge – railway line below 

0.4 

Ahead After crossing over the railway line continue a short distance to the dirt track on 

the RHS of the main road – heading gently downhill 

Right At the dirt track turn Right and wind your way downhill until you pass under the 

Motorway (A1) 

0.2 

Left After passing under the Motorway (A1) continue a short distance and turn Left at 

the red arrows – heading into the woods 

0.1 

Ahead Continue along this path heading uphill and curving round to the left towards the 

Motorway – keep the Motorway on your LHS. Continue following this dirt 

(service) road until it curves left to the main road (409) again. Cross the road 

carefully to the short bitumen section in front of you 

2.2 

Right After crossing the main road (409) turn Right and head onto the dirt road and 

follow it all the way to the end – you will be back on bitumen road with a bridge 

across the Motorway to your left  

0.5 

Right At the bitumen road turn Right and continue a short distance back to the main 

road (409). Cross back over the main road 

0.05 

Left Cross the main road (409) carefully and veer Left onto the dirt road and head 

into the woods 

2.0 

Ahead Continue along the dirt road keeping parallel with the main road (409) on your 

LHS. Continue along until you are beside the Motorway fence barrier 

1.4 

Ahead Continue to follow the dirt (service) road along the Motorway fence – look at the 1.5 
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big curve of the Motorway with an interesting view.  Continue along the dirt 

road as it sweeps around the Tollway area until you head downhill to the main 

road (Kozina) – the Motorway is above on your LHS 

Ahead At the red arrows cross the main road and continue along the dirt road keeping 

the Motorway fence on your LHS. Follow the dirt road as it sweeps around an 

on-ramp to the Motorway (LHS) and a large Billboard on your RHS. Continue 

along the Motorway fence until the dirt road veers downhill to the right. 

Continue to the ‘T’ intersection at the large frame telegraph tower on your RHS 

1.0 

Left At the large telegraph tower turn Left and continue a short distance to the next 

intersection – see the water works depot on your LHS 

0.1 

Right At the water works depot turn Right onto the bitumen road (Klanec pri Kozini) 

and continue downhill 

0.5 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road (Klanec pri Kozini) downhill until you see a 

narrow trail heading steeply downhill on your RHS – look for the red arrows on 

the bitumen road! 

Right At the dirt trail turn Right and follow the path downhill as it veers right and then 

left under the bridge – original Klanec pri Kozini road you were walking on above 

0.2 

Ahead Continue under the bridge to enter the village of Klanec pri Kozini. Continue to 

the next right turn across the small bridge 

0.2 

Right At the small bridge veer Right and continue past the lumberyard and up to the 

‘T’ intersection - there is a pub on your RHS – closed Mondays. Get some 

Champagne to celebrate your penultimate day! 

0.12 

Left At the ‘T’ intersection turn Left and continue along the main road (back on the 

original Klanec pri Kozini road again) 

1.1 

Ahead Continue along the main village road heading gently uphill towards Ocizla until 

you reach the ‘Y’ intersection 

Right At the ‘Y’ intersection take the Right ‘fork’ and then turn Right to head gently 

uphill – you will see the big green house ahead on your LHS – that’s your 

accommodation! Continue uphill to the entrance of Hostel Ociski Raj at the 

upper side of the building! 

0.12 

 

Note 1: If you do not want to walk the ‘River & Climb’ section, you can carry on across the bridge and 

continue along the road to Matavun.  

 

Note 2: The Škocjanske Caves have been highly recommended by previous EPWs and well worth a visit. 

There is a cafe and restaurant at the Caves Entrance – you will pass it on your RHS as you head down 

towards Matavun.  

 

Note 3: This is your last chance to stock up on water & food until the Hostel as we go 100% off-road 

from Kačiče. 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip – Discuss your plans with Borut before departing Gornja Košana or contact Hostel 

Ociski Raj and speak to Jana (+386 4087 4745) to arrange a suitable pick-up location. 
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Accommodation: 

Hostel Ociski Raj 

Ocizla 1c 

Slovenia 

 

Note: This super Hostel owned by Jana, will have evening meals and drinks for the PWs. Can you smell 

the sea? 
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Distances Miles Kilometres 

Ocizla to Beka 2.0 3.2 

Beka to Bottazzo (IT) 1.6 2.6 

Bottazzo to Trieste 7.9 12.7 

TOTAL 11.5 18.5 
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Day 12 – Ocizla (Slovenia) to Trieste (Italy) 

18.5 KMs - Today is the final day of walking and perhaps the easiest – after all, there’s no bad weather or 
sore legs on the FINAL Day! From Hostel Ociski Raj you climb briefly but gently along the country road as 
it curves through the forest to the village of Beka. After passing through the village you continue back 
into the forest for the steep descent down to the Italian border at Bottazzo. You then have one final 
‘push’ up the steep hill before commencing the gradual descent along the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur 
into Trieste. 
 

Direction Comments Distance 

(km) 

Left Leave the Hostel and turn Left heading uphill 0.2 

Ahead Follow the road as it veers Right and continues gently uphill and through the 

forests. Continue all the way along until you exit the forest area and enter the 

open fields and head into the centre of the small village of Beka 

3.0 

Right At the centre of Beka village turn Right (the most right of the two turn-offs) and 

continue along past the ruined house on your RHS – may have some goats in the 

front yard! 

0.9 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road to the end of the village and continue directly 

ahead onto the dirt road heading gently downhill – see the old army base on 

your LHS 

Ahead Continue down the dirt road as it curves round to the left and across some open, 

grassy fields. Head directly across the grassy fields to the tree line ahead of you – 

look for the red arrows into the woods 

Ahead At the tree-line, follow the red arrows into the woods taking the narrow track on 

the right at entry and head gently downhill into the woods 

1.1 

Ahead Follow the dirt track (and red arrows) as it wiggles it’s way through the beautiful 

woods. You will eventually swing round to the right and begin a steep descent 

down to the valley floor – be careful as you descend! 

Ahead Continue to follow the dirt track (and red arrows) through the woods until you 

reach the end and see the small bridge on your RHS  

0.8 

Right At the end of the dirt track turn Right and cross the small bridge into Bottazzo 

village - “Badda-Bing-Badda-Boom”, you’re now in ITALY! 

0.05 

Left After crossing the small bridge turn immediately Left and continue along the 

short dirt track towards the bitumen road – going slowly uphill on a concrete 

road to the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur (aka…the Bike Path all the way into 

Trieste City) 

1.0 

Ahead Continue along the bitumen road as it winds its way uphill (enjoy your last EPW 

workout!) passing the lookout on your LHS – see the Adriatic Sea – until you 

reach the intersection with the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur (Bike Path) – see 

the block building on your LHS 

Left At the intersection turn Left onto the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur (Bike Path)  

- a magnificent old railway line conversion! 

9.8 

Ahead Follow the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur (Bike Path) through the tunnels and all 

the way into Trieste city. Continue all the way to the end of the path – you will 
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see the Ciclopedanale Giordano Cottur Information Board on your LHS as you 

pass through the two old administration offices 

Ahead Continue past the two administration offices and head towards the small car 

park ahead. Then curve up the car park ramp to your Right and up to Via Antonio 

Gramsci on your Left at the top of the car park 

Left At Via Antonio Gramsci turn Left and continue along this road following the red 

arrows on the LHS of the road passing the small Square and church on your RHS 

(see the cafes) to Via San Giacomo in Monte 

0.3 

Left At the ‘Y’ intersection turn Left into Via San Giacomo in Monte and continue 

along as it becomes Via Donato Bramante to the ‘T’ intersection above 

0.4 

Left At the end of the Via turn Left and continue a short distance to Via San Michele 0.1 

Right At Via San Michele turn Right and head downhill 0.5 

Ahead Follow Via San Michele all the way downhill to the “Bar Barbacan” – it’s where 

Via Sam Michele becomes Via Felice Venezian to your left - look for the red 

arrow pointing right into the laneway 

Right At “Bar Barbacan” turn Right into the white-stone laneway and continue a short 

distance to Via del Capitelli on your left 

0.08 

Left Turn Left and head down Via del Capitelli to the end to Via di Cavana 0.1 

Right Turn Right at Via di Cavana and continue along, as it becomes Via San Sebastiano 

and then Capo di Piazza G Bartoli to the beautiful “Piazza dell’ Unità d’Italia” – 

you cannot miss the “Fontana dei Quattro Continenti” in front of you!  

0.15 

CONGRATULATIONS – YOU JUST COMPLETED THE EPW!! 

Run to the sea and dip your sore feet into the cool Adriatic Sea…Bravo!! 

 

Note 1 - The Trieste Tourism Office is located on Piazza dell Unitá d’Italia on the LHS as you face the sea. 

The staff will direct you to Opera Figli del Popolo (or other accommodation). 

 

‘Ease the Day’ Tip - Trieste taxi close to Bike path (+39 040 330 060 or +39 040 390 039). 

 

Accommodation: 

Opera Figli del Popolo  

Via dell' Università, 

Trieste 
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Accommodation Listing 

Location Title Address POC Remarks 

Lenti Denis Hotel és 
Étterem 

Táncsics Mihály u. 18 
Lenti, 8960 

Renata – speaks 

English 

Renata’s Mobile: 

(+36) 305 601 878 

1. Hotel & Restaurant (www.hoteldenis.hu) 

2. 2016 Prices - €30pp (Single Rm), €25pp (Double 

Rm – for 2 people) €24pp (Triple Rm – for 3 

people), €22pp (Quad Rm – for 4 people) – subject 

to availability, rooms upstairs from restaurant, 

sitting area upstairs, FREE WI-FI 

3. Breakfast not included in room rate. Early 

Breakfast HUF500 – includes 2 x sandwiches, 

mineral water, tea & coffee 

4. Payment by Card or Cash (Euro or HUF) – HUF 

preferred 

5. A few other restaurants and cafes and shops in 

Lenti 

6. Thermal Pools 150 mtrs up the road HUF2500 – 

includes access to all facilities.  

7. Luggage transport to Zasadbreg via taxi €30 (per 

taxi) – arranged by Hotel staff. You MUST have an 

accompanying person to cross the border into 

Croatia with taxi-driver! 

CROATIA 

Zasadbreg Accredo Centar Zasadbreg 243 

Zasadbreg, 40311 

Vanja & Martina 

– both speak 

English 

1. Paintball & Adventure Centar 

2. Camping-style accommodation (or apartment 

http://www.hoteldenis.hu/
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+385 4036 4720 

or  

+385 9842 6380) 

 

style in outer village) - TBA 

3. €18pp  

4. Payment by Card or Cash (Euro or HRK) 

5. Luggage transport to Varaždin via Accredo van 

€20 (single cost) 

Varaždin Hotel Turist Aleja Kralja 
Zvonimira 1 
Varaždin, 42000 

Reception Staff – 

speak English 

+385 4239 5395 

1. Hotel & Restaurant (www.hotel-turist.hr) 

2. €21pp (Double Rm – for 2 people), rooms 

upstairs from restaurant 

3. Breakfast Package available – HRK 7 (0600-0900) 

4. Payment by Card or Cash (Euro or HRK) 

5. Plenty of Restaurants and Cafes in Varaždin to 

choose from  

6. Luggage transport to Klenovnik via taxi €25 (per 

taxi) – arranged by Hotel staff. 

Klenovnik Kuca Izador 

(Izador’s House) 

Grešna Pilnica  

Klenovnik 
 

Tatjana & 

Ljubomir – both 

speak English 

+385 9985 35350 

1. Function Centre, Restaurant & Accommodation 

(up to 10 person) 

2. 1 x Quad Room, 3 x Double Rooms - rooms 

upstairs from restaurant area 

3. Alternate ‘home-style’ accommodation provided 

for additional guests above 10 

4. €30pp (Bed, Dinner & Breakfast) 

5. Drinks available from Host, Tea & Coffee 

complimentary, NO WI-FI 

http://www.hotel-turist.hr/
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6. Shops & Pubs in Klenovnik village 

7. Luggage transport to Krapina via car €30 (single 

cost) – arranged by Ljubomir 

Krapina Hostel Barrock,  

 

Magistratska ul 36 

Krapina, 49000 

Marlis – speaks 

English 

+385 98 182 3863 

(mobile) 

1. Bar & Accommodation (www.hostel-

barrock.com) 

2. 3 x communal bunk rooms (2 x 7 bed rooms, 1 x 

4-bed room with en-suite, lockable cupboards), 

upstairs from the bar area, Courtesy ‘Welcome 

Drink’ on arrival, Kitchen & small Dining area 

upstairs, communal toilet & shower 

3. €13pp per night, Laundry - €2 per load (tub), 

€8pp (Dinner), €3pp (Breakfast) 

4. Drinks available from Host (Bar downstairs), Tea 

& Coffee complimentary, FREE Wi-Fi 

5. Payment in Cash only (Euro or HRK) 

6. Plenty of Shops and Pubs in Krapina. Huš 

Restaurant near Museum, Pizzeria in town 

7. Luggage transport to Zagorska Sela via car €30 

(single cost) – arranged by Marlis 

Zagorska Sela Aljosa Mutic Zagorska Sela  Aljorsa & Imena – 

Both speak 

English (& 

Spanish) 

1. Homestay accommodation  

2. 2 x multi-bed rooms (10 beds per room – one 

room downstairs, one room upstairs), communal 

toilets & showers (downstairs) 

3. €25pp (Bed, Dinner & Breakfast), €3 Lunch Pack 

(available on request), €4 Laundry 

http://www.hostel-barrock.com/
http://www.hostel-barrock.com/
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4. Drinks available from Host, FREE WI-FI 

5. Payment in Cash only (Euro or HRK) 

6. Shop in Zagorska Sela village 

7. Luggage transport to Brežice via car €24 (single 

cost) – arranged by Aljorsa 

8. Transport to Slovenian Border €2pp (Minimum 

€5/car) 

SLOVENIA 

Brežice MC (Maldski Center) 

Hostel 

Gubčeva Ulica 10a 

Brežice, 8250 

Reception Staff – 

speak English 

+386 590 83797 

1. Dorm Room accommodation (www.mc-hostel.si) 

2. Multi-bunk rooms, communal toilets and 

showers 

3. €13+tax pp (Bed), €3pp (Breakfast), €4 Laundry 

(per load) 

4. Drinks available from vending machine in foyer 

or at ‘Klub MC’ Bar, FREE WI-FI 

5. Plenty of cafes, restaurants and shops in Brežice 

6. Luggage to Ljubljana arranged by YOU. 

Ljubljana Walker to Arrange their own Accommodation  

Bistra Gostlina Bistra 

(Guesthouse Bistra) 

Bistra 2,  

1353 Vrhnika 

Reception Staff – 

some speak 

English 

+386 1 750 43 64 

1.  Guesthouse Accommodation & Restaurant & 

Bar 

2. Double rooms, Bunk rooms – en-suite toilet & 

showers 

3. €33 pp (Dble Room), €25pp (Bunk Room), €10 

http://www.mc-hostel.si/
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Laundry (per load) 

4. Drinks available from Bar, FREE WI-FI 

5. Payment by Card or Cash (Euro) 

6. Transport to Postojna arranged by Guesthouse 

Manager - €50 (single cost). May vary depending 

on how many people & luggage requirements 

Postojna Hostel Proteus 

 

Tržaška cesta 36 

6230 Postojna 

Reception Staff – 

speak English 

+386 5 850 1020 

1. Hostel style accommodation 

2. Double Rooms, Triple Rooms, communal unisex 

toilets and showers, kitchens, washing facilities, 

communal TV area, recreation areas, dining room 

3. €15+tax pp (Dble Room), €17+tax pp (Triple 

Room), €3 pp (Breakfast), €5 Laundry (per load, inc. 

washing detergent) 

4. FREE WI-FI, NO drinks available at Hostel 

5. Payment by Card or Cash (Euro) 

6. Plenty of Cafes, Restaurants and shops in 

Postojna 

7. Luggage to Gornja Košana via car by Borut (from 

next accommodation). Hostel staff know the 

arrangement and call Borut - €30 (single cost) per 

transit. Transit requirements depend on number of 

people and luggage 

Gornja Košana Gostilna Špelca 

(B&B Špelca) 

Gornja Košana 4 

6256 

Istok, Spela and 

son Borut – Borut 

speaks English 

1. Dorm-type accommodation with Bar & 

Restaurant downstairs (up to 16 people). Overflow 

accommodated in Istok & Spela’s home – only 60 
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+386 5 753 0413 mtrs from the B&B – if required. 

2. B&B has Quad-rooms, Home has Double Room & 

Twin Room 

3. €19+tax pp (B&B), €17+tax pp (B&B Foldout 

Bed), €22+tax pp (Home Dble Room), €16+tax pp 

(Home Twin Room), €8 pp (Dinner), €4 pp 

(Breakfast) 

4. Welcome drink on arrival (Berry Rakia…YUM!!), 

Drinks and food provided at Bar & Restaurant, 

FREE WI-FI 

5. Payment by Cash only (Euro) 

6. Shops in Dolnja Košana 

7. Luggage to Ocizla via car by Borut - €40 (single 

cost) per transit. Transit requirements depend on 

number of people and luggage 

Ocizla Hostel Ociski Raj Ocizla 1c 

Kozina 6240 

Jana – speaks 

English 

+ 386 4087 4745 

 

1. Bunk room style accommodation 

(www.hostel.ocizla.si). 

2. 4 x Dorm Room (bunk bed), communal toilets 

and showers, Dining & Kitchen Area (with TV & 

Computer) upstairs, sitting area outside, Drying 

area outside 

3. €13 pp (bed), €8 pp (Dinner), €4 pp (Breakfast), 

€3 Laundry (Washing) & €3 Laundry (Drying) 

4. Drinks provided by Host, Dinner & Breakfast 

provided by Host, Free WI-FI  

http://www.hostel.ocizla.si/
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5. Payment by Card and Cash (Euro) 

6. Shops & Pub in Ocizla 

7. Luggage to Trieste via car arranged by Host - €35 

(single cost) per transit. 

ITALY 

Trieste Opera Figli del 

Popolo  
Via dell' Università,  1. To be arranged by walker via email before arrival 

2. Or walker can arrange other accommodation – 

plenty to choose from in Trieste! 
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Helpful Language Hints 

During the EPW you will proceed through several countries with their own unique language. In the spirit of 

gaining a greater appreciation and understanding of others, learning a few basic words and phrases for each 

language will put you in good stead while walking the EPW. The Language Table below offers some common 

words that could come in handy while transiting the countries of the EPW and surrounds.  

 

Additionally, if you are familiar with a smartphone or tablet (iPhone, Android, iPad etc) and intend bringing it 

with you during the EPW, it is advisable to download the ‘Google Translate’ App in advance. Having this App 

will assist in translating any of the languages required during the EPW. Both iPhone/iPad and Android versions 

of the App allow you to download the relevant language dictionary, so it is available even when you have no 

access to the internet (Wi-Fi etc). This App allows you to convert pre-written words (signs, posters, information 

boards, menus etc) using the in-built camera. It also allows you to type text in your language and have it 

translated to the selected language. By using the in-built microphone, you can also engage in spoken 

conversation. This is a very good facility when trying to talk to someone who is not familiar with your language. 

Please note that ‘Google Translate’ is not perfect in its interpretation so some errors may occur.  

 

Similarly, you can download a language-specific App to your smartphone or tablet (eg. German, Croatian etc). 

There is several of each language available with varying degrees of user-friendliness, style and content. Most 

are free for a basic language ‘package’.  

 

It’s important to consider being able to learn a few courtesies and protocols before entering the country. 

Besides, it’s fun to learn and the locals will welcome you whole-heartedly if you can greet them in their own 

language…Have fun learning another language! 

 

 

 

 


